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I.

VISITORS.

IN a lovely vale, through which ran a stream of purest
water, the dash of whose tiny cascade refreshed the ear during
the sultry days of summer, stood the village with whicli our
story has to do. The settlement consisted of some thirty or
more roughly yet comfortably built houses, while, on a rising
Knoll was situated that indispensable structure to all frontier
towns at that period—the block-house.
It was the close of a beautiful day in spring. The full
moon was just peeping from behind the tree-tops lining the
summit of the mountain side, making the shadows assume a
still darker hue, and throwing an uncertain light on the clearing around the village. A bright light gleamed from the
windows of one of the cabins, somewhat larger than its fellows,
standing apart from othei-s. It was that of the principal man
of the village. Toward this cabin a young man was making
his way. At times he would walk with hurried strides, then
would falter as if uncertain what course to pursue. He was
on the point of retracing his steps, when his eye encountered
the bright light beaming from the casement, and in its twinkle
seemed to read a welcome greeting.
"My mind's made up to the fact that I'm a fool," he said,
earnestly, as he again paused. " Here am I, more afraid to
enter the squire's house than if it were a nest of Indians.
Ever since I was a boy, I've been in and out, and always received an honest welcome ; but now, because I intend asking
him for Mary, I mope along like a booby afraid of the rod.
Why should I hesitate ? The worst that can befall me is a
refusal. So the sooner I learn my fate the better." So saying the young man hastened forward to his fate.
Henry Atwood bore the name of being the model yoving
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man of the settlement. Of a generous thougn impulsive temper, he possessed qualities of head and heart which commended him to all, old and young. Born on the frontier, he
had been unable to embrace the advantages that others enjoyed,
yet what he lacked in worldly accomplishments was fully
made up by his naturally acute understanding, and by his
unswerving honesty and goodness of heart. His powers as a
hunter and forest-scout were conceded ; though in this it will
be found that his young years had not given him powers
equal to those who had made it their life-long study to diaco\er the trail and to study the cunning of their common foe.
His face wore a frank and pleasing expression, and the broad
chest, massive shoulders, and well-developed limbs, rendered
him a fine specimen of the man fitted for the joys of horn*
or for the dangers of the field.
The inmates of the cabin to which he was hastening were
two—father and daughter. James Wilber was a native of
England, which country he had left after the death of his
wife ; and bringing with him bis infant child, he had found in
the seclusion of the wilds of America not only a home but a
solace for his grief. Being a man of superior mind, and withal
possessed of that rare power which enables man to command
his fellows, he at length became presiding genius of this
delightful New England settlement.
Mary, his daughter, possessed the trusting nature of her
mother, though when occasionally aroused by danger or trial,
she was seen to possess much of the strong will of the f^^
' ^*""
In form, feature and manner she was a woman to love and be
loved.
"Father, you seem weary," she said, smoothing the heavy
hair, through which the hand of time had left its whitening
touch.
A A vr
" I do feel somewhat tired, my child," he answered, drawing her fbndly to his knee and imprinting a kiss upon he
" Had you not better retire ?" she inquired after a moment 9
pause. " I t is late enough for the tired to seek their rM».
Come, let me see that all is made fast, and then tor a go
night kiss."
.
. j i,„Ye
" Kot yet, Mary. I do not care to retire qmte yet, i u**'
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been thinking hard, Mary, and shall I tell you what, and of
whom ?"
" If you please, father."
'' Of you, my child."
" And what was my dear father thinking of me ?"
" Sit here, Mary, while I tell you," he replied, drawing a
chair close to his side. " You know that, in due course of
time, I shall be taken from you, and my desire now is to see
•* ,'niited to some man who will love and protect you as
' J "<^ done, since the first moment your mother bequeathed yon to ^ ' T i- ,
• .
e
.1 J- . ti . .1 I feel more anxiety upon the subject
from the fact that the .._,.
,
^
,
.
i- • 11 ,
-.u'^is, who, for many yeai-s, have
been on friendly terms with us,'».- ' „ ,
,' •' .
, ..,.,
J .,
,
of late, shown signs of
open hostility ; and it may so happen, t,.. '.
°
of the duties which I shall undoubtedly be cai.-. _
°
perform, my days may be suddenly brought to an eud "
He paused, expecting an answer from his daughter; but as
she remained silent, he was on the point of resuming, when
he was interrupted by a knock at the door. So accustomed
bad these frontiersmen become to act promptly when the
slightest cause arose to warrant suspicion, that Wilber's first
care was to reach up to his rifle and to narrowly inspect the
priming. Assuring himself that it was ready for instant use,
he proceeded to carefully unfasten the door. As it opened
sufliciently to reveal the handsome face of Atwood, the
troubled look of Mary was superseded by a blush, while the
resolute bearing of her father vanished, as he shook tlie
young man warmly by the band, and bade him enter.
" Right glad to see you, Atwood, although I first looked
to the priming before I unbarred the door," he said, as they
seated themselves.
" There's nothing like caution, sir," replied Atwood, greeting Mary somewhat timidly. " Perhaps, before long, we may
be called upon to use all our wits and arms too."
" Ah! have you been on a scout lately ?" inquired Wilber,
anxiously.
" Not exactly on a scout; but I was out for a few miles,
when I fell in with a man who told me no very pleasant
news,"
" Who was he, and what did he report ?"
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" I don't know who he is. He is a genuine backwOK,</sman, and what he says can be set down as true. He didn't
seem inclined to talk; but as we parted company, he remarked, that if we hadn't much powder and ball among us,
it was time to get them. He likewise said that he would
drop in to see us before many days."
" How long ago was this ?"
" A little over a week."
"And are you confident he has not visited *'
since ?"
"u T
He
.w before
r e o'>
> , has, not,
, I know." , ,>iised, me ofc. this
?
But why have you not - '
"Th
t 1 - "*
village."
" wi
.^°'^^ '"'^^'^ ^° t)6 '^^ell acquainted with the
^, -..cKiing hither."
" The fact is, sir, I—" he paused, colored deeply, and could
not proceed.
"Well, well," rejoined Mr. Wilber, smiling, for he surmised the young man's secret. " Mary, may I ask you to step
into the adjoining room for a short time ? Atwood, here,
seems to have something to communicate for my private
hearing. Is it so, Atwood ?"
The young man could not but feel relieved by Mr. Wilber s
manner.
" Now, my boy, speak out," he resumed, as his daughter
disappeared.
" Mr. Wilber," commenced the now reassured lover, " you
know that Mary and I have grown up from childhood together, and you won't think it strange if, now that we are
man and woman, we have learned to love each other."
" I don't think it at all strange. Few young men can see
her without feeling some little of that emotion. But, is that
all you have to tell me ?" he asked, while a merry twinkle
was observable in the corners of his eye.
"No, sir," answered Atwood, " I come to ask your permission to make her my wife."
_^
" And this, I assure you, does not surprise me," said tne
father. " I must have been blind indeed bad I not already
been made aware of your love for Mary, and her preference
for you. I was this evening speaking to her on this sam
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subject, Atwood," he continued, earnestly. " You have but
a slight conception of the love I bear my child; and, in
granting your request, I give the greatest treasure I possess.
We are about enteriug on trying times. The Indians, I feel
convinced, are massing their forces for a general attack, and
it can not be hoped that our village will escape their notica
As I told Mary, should we be compelled to engage in bloodshed, I must be first to counsel and to lead, and God only
Knows but that I may be the first victim. Feeling thus, I
did most earnestly wish to see her under the protection of a
husband's arm. Remain here while I speak with her in private ; then, Atwood, you shall both have my blessing."
He arose, and had gone but a few steps, when a second
summons at the door caused him to pause.
" That was hardly a frieudly knock," he remarked, as ha
retraced his steps.
" Let me see who it is," said the young man.
" No, you sit still. It is no Indian, at all events," was th»
reply, as the fastenings were undone, and the door opened.
The face that presented itself caused even the young
hunter to start. It was that of a man, perhaps forty years
of age, of an uncommonly stout and muscular build. He wore
a dress, half savage, half civilized, while the weapons he carried at his belt were those used by the Indian warrior. The
eye was black as night, and deep-set, seeming to read your
very thoughts. His hair, of the same jetty hue, hung in
short, stubborn curls about his forehead, on which were visibly traced the furrows of an evil nature. The remainder of
bis face was hidden by the heavy beard, which had been
allowed to grow long and to become matted.
" Does a Mr. Wilber live here ?" he asked, in a voice that
seemed to issue from the depths of a cavern.
" I am that person. Will you walk in ?"
" I can't stop long; for what business I have with you I
can do quickly," he replied, as, entering the room, and seating
himself, he allowed his long rifle to fall against his bueast.
Raising his eye, it fell upon the young man, whom he had
not until that moment observed.
" What I've to say to you, I'd sooner say alone," he growled,
turning to Wilber, and making a motio"* toward Atwood.
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" There can be nothing so secret but that I Would have my
frierid hear it. Let me know your wishes," said Mr. Wilber,
resuming his chair.
" You forget me ?"
" I most certainly do not recognize you."
" Ha! ha!" he laughed, while a truly fiendish expression
passed over his face; " some men are apt to forget when they
feel inclined to."
" You have no right to speak in this manner, whoever you
are. I tell you again I have no recollection of having seeu
vou before," said Mr. Wilber, sternly.
" Well, you must have a bad memory, then."
" You will have the goodness to tell me at once what your
business is. I do not care to wait."
" I s'pose so. I overheard a word or two before comiug
in," motioning again toward Atwood, " and I'm in as much
a hurry to go as you are to have me; so I'll talk out at once.
Do you remember, long years ago, of your promise to a man
who saved your life from an Indian who had mastered you,
and was about sinking his tomahawk in your brain ?"
" Yes."
" I am that man."
" You!"
" I have changed some since then ?"
" Fearfully changed, and, I fear, for the worse."
.
,
" For the worse or better, it is nothing to you," replied tiie
stranger, savagely. " Pve come here to ask if you rememDe^
your promise, and not to hear your opinion as to how
look."
" If you are indeed that man, I will readily acknowledge
the service you rendered, and redeem my promise by ac
ing to any request which it is in my power to grant.
" I have come to ask it now."
" Name your wishes."
.
,
fg^
The stranger rose, and going to Wilber, ^kispereo a
words in bis ear; then retreating a few paces, stooa lea
on his rifle, waiting a reply.
. . , ^j, For a moment the old man sat speechless m ^'^J'
then he slowly rose to his feet, and fixing his eye stea
upon the rn'in said, flrnily:
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" It is beyond my power to grant it; but were it not, I
should refuse you in scorn."
" Perhaps there are ways that can be used to compel a maq
to do as it don't exactly please him. I'm one of those kind
of fellows that ain't used to being refused, and especially by
iny one indebted to me as you are; but, I'll give you a
chance to think the matter over till to-morrow night, when,
if your auswer is the same, beware !"
" Your threats and manner do not intimidate me. Ask
me any righteous request and it shall be granted; but this
that you have made known—never! You have received your
answer."
" Then, for the future, have a care, for I will have what I
asked, and perhaps more. The Indians are your enemies;
but from this moment you have a foe more deadly than they."
lie moved toward the door.
" Stop !" commanded the young man, springing to his feet,
his face gleaming with passion. " Stop till / say a word or
two. I don't know who you are, and, what's more, I little
care; yet there is one thing I do know, and that is, you're a
scoundrel in looks and in words. Do you call it a brave action to threaten one who is almost too old to protect himself?
Go back to your haunts—away from sight! If ever you sliow
your face in our village again, I shall not answer for your
safety."
" Did you ever, youngster, play a game of chance with such
things as this ?" was the reply, as, tapping the hilt of his
long, keen knife, the stranger advanced toward Atwood.
" I have sent mine to the hilt in more than one bear, and
it won't want quite as stout a blow to opeu the way to your
dark breast,'' replied the young man, letting his baud fal/
unconsciously upon the handle of his own knife.
" Then if you think so, try it. Your hand's on the hilt;
draw out the blade, and we shall soon see who is the most
expert."
Forgetting every thing, Atwood drew his knife, and was
upon the point of rushing upon the fellow, when the door,
v.hich had remained unfastened, was thrown violently open,
and the next instant Atwood beheld the hunter whom he had
met in the woods standing between himself and the lurlv raiscah
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" Wal, Mister, if you'd as lieve, Fll take the young man's
place, kase, if your mind's made up to do a little cutting, jest
try your hand on this human! I ain't over good-looking you
see, so a mark or two more won't spile my beauty."
The stranger stood motionless, save that he let the uplifted
hand which held the knife fall slowly to his side, while he
fixed his eye, with a troubled look, upon the man who had so
unexpectedly interposed.
The new-comer proved to be a person whom not eveu a
warrior would attack witliout due deliberation. His build
denoted great strength, while from bis numerous scars, it was
evident that he was no novice in the use of the weapon he
wore. His dress consisted of that usually worn by those who
lived in the forest, and watched over the safety of the numerous settlements. The most striking feature presenting itself
was his eye, which was mild, even winning in its expression.
The cap be wore was surmounted by the tail of the red fox,
intended either for ornament or design. It was so arranged
as to droop over to the left, effectually concealing the eye on
the left side of his face.
" What on 'arth are you wailing for ?" he asked, after having allowed the stranger to gaze upon him for some time;
" If you're backward I'll commence." His knife gleamed m
his strong hand.
" Who are you ?" burst from the man's lips.
" Ye think you know me, do you ? Wal, I ain't surprised,
kase you and I've met more than once, Mr. John Outlaw and
Indian Sagamore !"
,„
The outlaw—for such he was—started. _" Who are you.
lie again asked, in a tone of visible trepidation.
" Wal, aU I'll tell is, that I'm the last man you'd want i
meet m the woods, if you hadn't a few of your red friencis .
hand. I've been on the hunt for you, John, and had ain
made up my mind to put you out of the way w.^i^n ^ve n •
You see that winder," he added, pointing opposite the o ^
" through that winder you might have seeu a man wi b
rifle to his shoulder more than once to-night, and its m
was on a line with your brain. I couldn't shoot Yon^oy,^
ever, John, kase it was cowardly, and kase when my hng
longed to pull the trigger, I thought of your lonesome daughter,
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ind it seemed as if I could see her sad face, and hear her
voice asking me to spare her father. It's the last time I'll do
it though; so mind in future how ycu travel, where you go, and
who's about you. I don't know what's your business Jiere,
but I'll be hanged if it's for any good. You are an evil
genius, so I've made up my mind it's time for you to go.
John, that Indian you've got to meet will get tired waiting if
you ain't soon starting."
So saying the hunter sheathed the knife, which, till then, he
had held in his hand. Then going to the door, he opened it
and stood waiting for his eneujy to pass.
" So it's life and death between us, is it ? Be it so; I am
not the man to shun danger where the odds are even. I only
leave this house because you outnumber me." Then fixing
his fierce gaze upon his sturdy opponent, he added: " I shall
leave a broad trail, and one easy to follow ; dare you take it ?"
" Reckon I'll think 'bout it, John," was the calm yet tantalizing reply. " 'Twould be a pity to keep your red friends
laying in ambush long, though the nights are warm ; but you
tell them to wait long enough, and they'll see me, sure."
These last words he shouted after the outlaw, who had left
the house, and was already some distance out on the clearing.
As the door closed, the hunter seated himself, and, removing
his cap, for the first time betrayed the fact that he was deficient of his left eye.
" I am grateful to you for your timely arrival, else this
young friend of mine might have paid the penalty of a quick
temper with his life," remarked Wilber, extending his hand.
" Wal, squire, I reckon you may be glad," replied the visitor, returning the friendly grasp. " It ain't no child's play a
man's got to do if he makes a quarrel with John."
" You seem to know him well."
" Reckon I do, some. He and I ain't over glad to see each
other when we do meet."
" Who is he ?"
" Nothing more or less, squire, than a white-skinned Injin."
" I feel interested in knowing all about him. If you don't
object, I should like to hear the particulars of his history."
" Wal, so you shall; but let's get acquainted like, and then
we can tall^, bp.ttp.B."
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" That will not require long. This young man's name ifj
At,5vood, and a brave lad he is. Yonder stands my daughter
Mary, and I am called squire Wilber. Now who have we the
pleasure of seeing ?"
" Wal, squire, it ain't the easiest thing for me to tell who I
am. Where I was born I don't know, and the only thing as
I do know is, that I've been in the woods all my life fighting
the Injins. You can call me Peter, the scout, to start on, and
perhaps afore we've seen the last of each other, you'll know
more 'bout me. Now what is it you want to know ?"
" Of our troublesome visitor—who is he ?" replied Mr.
Wilber.
" It's a long story, and I ain't much of a hand to put one
together, yet I'll tell you enough about that chap, so as if you
chance to meet him agin, you'll ask him out of the house.
You heard me tell him that if it hadn't been for his daughter
I'd been tempted to send him into t'other world this rery
night ?"
" Yes."
" Wal, so I would, squire; but I ain't the man to forget
favors, and I guess she did me one. You see, the ugly-looking rascal once lived in the settlements, and had a wife and
this one child that I speak of. He warn't liked by any, but
he didn't care for that, so that he was let to do pretty much
as he'd a mind. He'd be gone sometimes for a month or
more, and not even his wife or child could tell where he'd go
to. Wal, squire, it turned out at last that he did something
too bad to be overlooked, and he was brought up and punished. After he was let go agin, he bung around for som
days, when ofi' he started, taking his wife but leaving daughter. Some two years after he came back alone, a
from that day to this she ain't been heard of—his wife I mea •
" She died I suppose during those years. The wajia«" ^^
life he no doubt led must have been too much for the p
woman to endure," suggested Mr. Wilber.
.
" Yes, you're right-she did die," returned the scout but.
that peculiar tone which told that there was something
come.
" And do you know how ?"
" He killp.d her."
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" Killed her ?" burst from the lips of the trio.
" I don't mean, folks, that he murdered her with his own
hands, but he sold her to an Injin chief who took a fancy to
her—the consarned varmint—for a good round sum of money,
and she lived jest three weeks arter that. Now if that ain't
jest as bad as if be had killed her himself, what on 'arth
would you call it ?"
" It certainly must have caused her death," remarked Mr.
Wilber; " but how do you know this to be true ?"
" Kase seein's believing, ain't it ? and I saw the whole on
it."
" Why then were you so reluctant to take the life of such a
wretch ?"
" Wal, squire, it's kase he's got a daughter, as I told you
afore, who once saved my life, and for her sake I've let him
go; but it's the last time! It ain't so much for what he did
to his wife that makes me hunt him, but he's in with the reds,
Hud you mark what I say, it warn't for no good that brought
him here to-night. I tell you, folks, you're going to hear
more from John afore long, and the next time he'll come
about these parts it won't be alone. Now, squire, I've come
down to give you a help, and those that know me wouldn't
refuse that offer."
" Most gladly do we accept it," replied Wilber; " but won't
you have something to eat ?"
" Not afore morning, kase I've to take a look after John
afore long; and as company wouldn't be bad, suppose you
come along ?" This last sentence was addressed to Atwood.
" Nothing would suit me better," he replied, then paused
abruptly, as he recalled the errand which had yet produced
no definite results.
" Well, well, Henry," said Wilber, noting the young man's
anxious face, " I know why you hesitate; and, as the presence
of our new friend need not cause us to defer our business,
your desire shall be gratified. Mary, my child," he said, rising and taking her hand, " Henry has to-night made known
his love for you, and has asked my consent to make you his
own. Shall I give it ? Do you love him, my child, with the
devotion due from a wife ?"
The beavitifu] girl, scarcely recovered from the excitement
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of the outlaw's visit, was silent. She only answered by thf
mute language of her eyes and suS'used cheek.
• The father continued:
" Atwood, in giving you this girl, I give you my all. Take
her, and may your life of marriage bliss be long, God bless
you both."
" And you have an old hunter's blessing along with the
squire's, gal, if it's worth the taking," chimed in the scout.
And I'll be roasted to a crisp if it don't go bard with the
man, red or white, that'll do you harm. You see, squire,
when I see these love-scrapes, which ain't often, it makes me
feel a little warm about the heart, though 'tain't ever come
out, for I never saw the gal that ever took a fancy to mj/
pretty face. Come, boy," he at length said, having, with
native delicacy, stood apart from the lovers while they exchanged a few words, " if you're going with me, take leave of
the gal, and then get your duds on, for we've some walking
to do before sunrise."
The young man soon signified his readiness for the start.
After a close examination of his piece, which example Atwood
followed, the scout abruptly bade them good-night, and
they left the house.

CHAPTER

II.

RUTH.

THE settlement to which we have invited our readers
attention was located near the river Assabet, in the. State °
Massachusetts. Numerous small streams flowed into tni
river, and the appearance of the surrounding country w
imposing. On the night in question, and upon the sumn
of one of the numerous clifl's lining the river's bank, tall an
immovable in the light of that spring moon, stood the lo
of an Indian chief. Beneath his feet a little brook was hew
ing its path through the granite rock to the sea, and throw 5
the spray, as its waters dashed over the cataract, 'ii/P^;'^" J
drops up to tlie red-man's feet. He seemed part of the io<.
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on which he stood—so motionless was his figure. Yet he
was not the less watchful. Every form revealed by the pale
light, every rock, the faintest shiver of each leaf and limb
were noted. He waited, but stood sentinel even as he waited.
It was his nature to watch. The checkered moonlight, as it
struggled through the open boughs, revealed the noble brow,
the quick, intellectual eye, and the closely shaven head, with
only the single lock remaining, reserved for him who, when
the strife should be man to man, breast to breast, and knee to
knee, would prove more mighty than he. The texture of
his raiment was unusually fine, even for a chief. His gaudy
and tasseled blanket was allowed to fall in graceful folds from
his shoulders. Being open in front, it revealed his knife and
tomahawk, the handles of which were inlaid with small particles of gold. They were strapped to his person by a broad
belt of beaded wampum.
Such was Modocawan, chief of the Wampanoags.
As moment after moment glided by, he became restless,
and, at length, throwing his rifle in the hollow of his arm, he
paced the narrow ledge with hasty strides, muttering indistinctly to himself. An almost imperceptible rustling in the
shrubbery on the opposite side of the ravine at length startled
him. Springing, with a single bound, into the shadow of
the thicket behind, he cocked his rifle, and again resumed his
motionless attitude. The seeming cry of some night-bird was
soon heard, when, uttering a grunt of satisfaction, he stepped
out, and was joined by the outlaw.
" I'm behind time, Modocawan," the wliite man said, " but
I couldn't help it."
" What kept my pale-face brother ?" inquired the chief.
" In the first place, chiaf, it's no short walk from here to
yonder settlement, and, in the next, I met more than I went
for, or that I wanted to see."
"But did my brother get what he wanted? Will the
white dove consent to nestle in the same nest as the hawk ?"
There was much of satire in the tone in which this question
was asked.
" No," was the outlaw's almost savage answer.
« Why ?"
" I can't say, chief, but he refused my request."
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" Sagamore," said bis companion, in a low tone, and using
the title given to the outlaw by the Wampanoags, " have you
lieJ *o me, when you said that whatever you asked of him
Wuuld surely be granted ?"
" I did not. I only wish I had let the Indian kill him,
iugrate that he is. Who do you think I met at his house?"
" Let my brother tell, and I shall then know."
The outlaw, as if fearful the night-breeze would waft Lis
voice to some listening ear, stepped close to the chief, and
whispered a name. The efi'ect produced was electrical, for
the voice of the Indian quivered with passion as he spoke:
" Why did you not drive j'our knife to his heart ? or are
you a coward, and only bold with your tongue ? Has the
Sagamore forgot how this is his, as well as the red-man's
enemy ? Does he forget his oath to kill him, no matter
where they met ? Ugh ! you are a woman !"
•' Not quite so fast, Modocawan," replied the outlaw, quietly,
for although the taunting words of the Indian awoke his flery
natrir.-.^ lie held it in check, knowing that his future efforts
would be entirely fruitless without the chieftain's aid. "Not
quite so fast, I say. You shouldn't speak so, for you nerer
knew me to show my back to an enemy when my chances
of victory were equal. No, no, chief, it was not that I lackw
the will, but, had I killed him, I would have paid the penalty
with my own life, and so my ambitious plans would have
ended. But you, or some of your young men, wiU have
chance of wearing his scalp at your belt before the sun rise,
if it's worth a little trouble."
^
,
"Will my brother tell how this may be done?" caimy
asked the chief.
..^
"When I left the old man's house I invited hirn Jo f°"°
ray trail; and although he said ' he'd think about it, the ^^
ain't surer to rise than that he won't be one hour ^e^"" ^^'
I left a broad track until I struck the valley of this W ^^^^
when I took to the water, and I'd be willing to .stake my
that he's no great way olF at this moment."
^^^j
The chieftain stood in thought some little time, then t
abruptly, and entered the forest. With rapid strides nev
ceeded onward some mile or more, when, halting as sua
as he bn<l ots:r\ed. he uttered a low whoop. Thii was ai
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answered by five warriors, who immediately joined him.
These grim tribesmen he addressed in too low a tone for even
the outlaw to hear; the next moment they had started in the
direction of the cliff. The outlaw waited patiently after their
departure for the Indian to resume the conversation, but seeing
he was not so inclined, he himself broke the silence.
" Does our compact hold good yet ?" he inquired.
His answer was a grunt of assent.
" And you will give me all the assistance I require ?"
Another grunt signified assent.
" Modocawan seems gloomy to-night. Has the chief somP
great trouble that ties his tongue ?" he inquired.
" Modocawan is thinking," replied the Indian, looking up.
" He remembers when the red-men roamed the entire forest
with no one to stay his feet. He remembers when his heart
was good, when no Owannux gave him to drink of the firewater that maddened his brain and dimmed his eye. He
remembers when he hunted and fought as the Great Spirit
taught him, while now the pale-face has learned him to steal,
to carry a crooked tongue, and to cheat. Why does the
Indian let the white man live, and take, day by day, the land
nis father gave him. Sagamore, you pretend to be the redman's friend, and to bate your own color. This is not
natural; and yet the Indian calls you brother and trusts you.
His eye is keen and his ear sharp; be careful, then, that you
do not lie to him, for if you do your scalp shall hang here at
Modocawan's belt. We are going to make war against your
people, and we must know who we trust. You must bring
j'our daughter and come live with my people, or go live with
your own color, for you must be all one or the other. I have
spoken. Does my brother hear ?"
" Yes, chief, and will do as you wish," replied his companion, without hesitancy, startled though as he really was by
the proposition. A fierce light burned in his eyes as he
added : " I hate a white man, if I do happen to be one myself; and in future they would sooner have a dozen Indiana
after them than Outlaw John, as they call me."
" You have said well," replied the Indian, rising from tho
fallen tree on which he had seated himself, and, without even
» gnod-nigbt, he was soon lost to view.
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" That's what I call making up your mind to leave, and
doing it without waste of time," muttered the outlaw, as he
retraced his steps toward the cliff; "but it's just like all he
does. I tell you, Injin, it's all very well for you to think me
your friend, but if I could make by it, I'd sell your scalp as
quick as I'd show you where you could take a white man's
life. I've only two aims in life now, and they are,first,to
get the gal where I can have my own way with her, and
next, to make all I can, no matter how. I don't like that
new idea of the chief, though—having to turn Injin out and
out, and Ruth in the bargain; but I've got to do it, and 'taia'l
no use worrying. There's another thing I don't like," he
continued. " What's that scout doing in these parts ? I
thought him hundreds of miles away, and off my trail, when
he's right on It, and just in the wrong time. I'll have to
attend to his case, and if I—"
The sentence was cut short by the distant report of a rifle,
accompanied by a wild screech, which the distant hills caught
up and echoed one to the other. The outlaw started, and
listened long and eagerly for its repetition, but, save the sighing of the wind, or the rustling of the new-born leaves, naught
else was heard.
" Perhaps," he muttered, " that gun has done my work,
and he is out of my way. But that cry 1" He shuddered as
he spoke of it. " I t didn't sound human. I've heard the
death-yell of many a man, but none like that, and, to tell the
truth, I'd jest as lieve have company this minute as not.
Having lived so many years with the Indians, it was not o
be wondered at that the outlaw bad imbibed much of their
superstitious nature. The shriek was so unexpected, so wi
and unearthly in its note, as to chill his entire being, an ,
with rapid strides, he hurried homeward, eagerly noting
woods on every side. Reaching the cliff, he did not descen^
.0 the bed of the brook, but kept along its edge for over
luarter of a mile. At this point the stream made an aUr^P^
oend, flowing directly toward the settlement. Here he ^}^^^^^
it, and, after walking in the water a short distance, left it,
struck off through the woods in a southwesterly course. ^^^
he emerged from a dense thicket of low brush and m ^
vines, upon a small clearing, in the center of which si
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rudel>-built cabin; From the window shone a dim light,
causing the outlaw to approach with noiseless steps, and to
look within. Seated upou a low stool, her head resting upon
her hand, and her eyes closed in slumber, was his only child.
Her age did not exceed sixteen summers, and so delicate, so
beautiful was she, that it seemed impossible this repulsivelooking man could be her father. To still heighten the interest of her countenance, there was a look of intense sadness
resting upon it, which stirred the very soul, and which plainly
told the story of watcliing and weeping. She had awaited
her father's return, night after night—for he had been from
home some days—till, at length, tired nature bad given out,
and she slept at her post.
" Well, well, the child's up yet," he said, for the sight of
her had touched what little better nature was left in him
"Ruth will never give over this folly until it kills her. How
like her mother 1 Night after night I've seen her do the same
thing, until it carried her off."
He started, unconsciously, as he uttered this falsehood
touching the manner of his wife's death; then recovering
himself, he uttered an oath, and seeking the door, knocked
distinctly three times. The sound startled the girl from her
repose at once, and the next moment he was admitted.
" You are up late, Ruth," was his greeting, as he entered.
" I could not sleep, father, till you came."
" But, you have been sleeping."
" I did forget myself for a short time; I was so tired."
" Then why did you not go to bed ?"
" Because you were away."
" You should be used to that by this time, Ruth."
"I'm afraid I never shall, father. I fear the Indians.
Should they come about and find me alone, I should be either
killed or carried away."
" You will be neither one nor the other. The Injins and
/ae are the best of friends, and my word for it, but they
would as soon think of harming one of their own females as
my pretty daughter."
" But, father, if you are obliged to be away so much, why
can't I go to the settlement and stay until your return ?" she
4skcd.
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" Because I'd sooner you stayed here. .Has anybody been
here since I left?"
" No."
" Well, Ruth, I shan't go away again for a long time.
When I do go you shall go with m e ; so give me something
to eat, and then we'll to bed."
The girl soon arranged the simple repast. Having satisfied
liij hunger, the outlaw pushed back from the rude table, bade
his daughter see that the door was made secure, and without
removing any of his clothes, threw himself upon the bed,
aLd was soon buried in a sound slumber. The well-learned
lejsons taught by her mother forbade Ruth to retire, weary as
slie was, until every thing had been restored to its proper
place. As she was more securely fastening the door and the
heavy oaken shutters, she was startled by heariug her father
utter a deep groan.
Hastily glancing toward the bed, she observed, by the
workings of his countenance, that some secretly-guarded
thoughts were troubling his miud. She stole toward the bed,
in alarm. He partly raised himself, but again sunk upon his
pillow, muttering, in detached sentences, words that filled the
girl's heart with surprise and terror.
" Refused me, did he ? Til have her, though ; she'll have
to be the outlaw s wife in spite of all of them. Yes, yes,
Mary Wilber, I'll bring you up to forest training, my li"'«
beauty. It won't be long before they attack the village, and
then the red devils will have scalps enough. Sh£ must M
safe with me first. Ruth won't like living with the Injms,
but she's got to, that's all."
This much the girl distinctly h e a r d ; the remainder wa
spoken in a tone so low as not to be understood, yet s^^
caught the words, " Mary," " Modocawan " and the '_' Scou .^
" Now God help m e ! " she cried, as she tottered into u ^^
own apartment. " What is ray father about doing? ^a^^^
be that all the terrible stories I have heard of him are i ^
Is he the man people say he is ? Mary Wilber ! I ° " ^ ' ,j.
know that name. Yes, I remember, now ; she is the U 6^^
ter of the squire at the settlement. He said the 1""'*"
tended attacking it, and it may be to-night or to-m
,^
Why do I question myself and thus lose time, when auy
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90 plain ? I will start at once, and be back long before he
wakes. Oh, God !'' she continued, throwing herself upon her
knees, while a heavenly light shone in her f\ice, " be with me.
I need thy divine aid. Grant that I may be the instrument
in thy hands of saving from the horrors of massacre and
captivity my fellow-beings. Turn my father's heart from this
great sin which he would commit."
She groaned in spirit, and wept bitterly for a few moments ; then arose and seemed to renew her strength for that
heavy experience which she felt, in her inmost soul, was in
store for her. Throwing on a cloak made after the Indian
fashion, to protect her from the night air, she softly unfastened a window, and leaped lightly to the ground.
Ruth Seaman was accustomed to extraordinary undertak
ings, as her life from childhood bad been spent chiefly in the
solitude of the wilderness. Yet her womanly nature shrunk
from the future before her, and from the lonely night-tramp
through the forest. Though she had seen many Indians at
her father's cabin, and had often met them in her wanderings, her greatest fear, as she started forward, was of them.
Putting her trust in Him who ruleth all things, she entered
the woods.
The path, or, more properly speaking, the direction she
took, was the route her father had pursued. The long strip
of woods was passed, and the stream reached. This Ruth
crossed; and, as she walked along its shore, she left the footprints of her feet clearly discernible even at night. A mile
had been passed over in this way, when, to her terror, the
sound of footsteps fell on her ear. Turning her startled gaze
backward, the form of a savage, in the full glory of paint and
plume, was seen rapidly approaching. The girl's first impulse was to flee; but a moment's thought convinced her
Jiow utterly foolish flight would be. She then determined to
try what power there was in her father's name. Turning
again with this intention, what can describe her feelings, when
she saw the warrior halt and raise his gun as :.f in the act of
firing. The earnest gestures of the girl prevailed; lowering
his weapon he was soon by her side
" Where pale-face go—where come from ?" he asked,
brokenly.
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" I started for the settlement," said Ruth, scarce knowing
what to say in reply, yet feeling it was best to speak the
truth.
" What go dere for ?"
" I wish to see some friends."
" What for no wait till sun come ?"
" I must see them to-night; to-morrow won't do."
" What tell 'em when see 'em ?"
Ruth could not have answered this question correctly without exposing the very thing of all others he must not know;
she remained silent.
" No tell warrior, den no want warrior here. Pale-face
squaw no friend to Injin !"
" My father is your friend, so I must be."
" Who fadder—what name ?"
" He is called by your nation Sagamore John," answered
Ruth.
" Ugh ! know him long time—he good friend."
" Yes, I believe he is, and for his sake you will let his
daughter go."
" Not dat way—go udder—go where trail lead to fadder,
but no go dat way."
_ „
" I shan't be gone long; you may go with me if you hke.
" No go self—no let you go udder. No good to Injin let
you see and talk wid pale-face in settlement. Hab long
tongue—say much in little while. You hear somet'ing 'bout
Injin ?" he asked, watching her closely.
" Oh yes. Pve heard many things about you," she replied,
evasively.
" What you hear ?"
•' Nothing except what father tells me."
" Fadder tell you come out to-night ?"
,^
" Oh no. He is soundly sleeping at home; but if you ci ^^
want me to go to the settlement I will return," said tlie g seeing it would be useless to attempt carrying out her de s^
" Warrior take squaw wid him," he said, suddenly, aire
short pause.
,
.
. ^.i, jn
" Take me with you ?" she exclaimed, drawing Daci^
affright.
He simply nodded his head in reply.
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" Where will you take me? P-e^y yo" ^'o^^'t harm one
who never did you wrong'".
"Take um to ch''-^~^ell him where find um. Come !"
As he iit^-'^'^^ ^^^^ command, he turned abruptly, and with
jj3^v "i^rides commenced retracing his steps, not even deigning
to glance behind to see if Ruth had obeyed him. With a
choking sob, the poor girl started to fellow, she knew not
whither, and tho twain were soon lost to view in the darkness
of the woods.

CHAPTER

III

ON THE EIGHT TRAIL.

WHEN the scout, accompanied by Atwood, had proceeded
as far as the outskirts of the clearing, they paused to arrange
some plan of action. Both were well versed in Indian cunning, and were acquainted with the many tricks resorted to by
iJieir eneraies to lead the whites into a snare, by which their
lives could be easily taken without endangering their own.
Of the two, however, the scout was by far the most shrewd
and skillful in plan—a superiority which the vanity of Atwood
was slow to concede.
" Wal, boy, now suppose we jest stop a bit, and see what's
best to be done," remarked Peter, breaking the silence which
had remained unbroken since leaving the house.
" I don't think it'll take long to do that," replied Atwood.
" You don't, eh ?"
" Why no. You intend following that fellow, don't you ?"
" Sartin."
" Then the only way we've got to do is to follow the track
he's left."
" That's your opinion, is it ?"
" Yes."
" S'pose you couldn't find where he's gone to any other
way, eh ?"
" No, nor you either."
" Wal, boy, I'm jest thinking I can,"
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" NonBCnse."
;• See here, youngster," cu„„.^e„ced the scout, with a spri.nkling of contempt in his voice, " you-^^ ^jgen in the woods and
have trailed Injins I believe, but you don u '-now how to work
»ut the way a man goes by your head ?"
" And Fd like to hear you tell how it's done ?"
" It ain't Often I lose time telling what's taken me all my
life to I'arn, but as you are a nice sort of chap, and are going
to Etarry that gal, I'll tell you. Which way's that straight
ahead of us ?" " North." " And that ?" " West." " And
that ?" " East." " Now, which of them ways do you think
he'd be likely to go ?"
" I should think he'd be .as likely to go toward the south
as the north."
"And I think he wouldn't, so now I'll try and prove it.
You see, boy, in the start he went toward the north ?"
" Yes."
" Wal, if he'd wanted to go to the south, he wouldn't have
come this way, and then round a mile or two to get there,
when he could have jest cut across the clearing in one quarter
of the time; and you see he didn't care to hide his trail ye,
but afore he went far—you jest mind what I say—he'll Ax '
so that we can't find out where he went, and he'll take o
water to do that. Now, boy, another thing is, there »'"' "^
reds south or east of this, so he'll go to the north and wes
find them. Ain't that kinder true head-work ?"
" You are right, I must say."
,y
" Then what's the use of our going round the way he a >
when we can cut off a mile or more ? Now, boy, you J
I'm right in thinking he's gone to the north and west, and
jest as sure he's hid his trail before going far."
" If he's up to Indian dodges, I think he will myselt.
" Wal, bow's he going to do it ?"
" By getting in water."
" Sartin. Now, how does that brook run ?"
^^
" From the north to the south, or pretty near that.
" Then I ain't going to take to the woods at all, ana p ^^
run into a nest of reds and lose some of my 'i*'"' °"
-jest
ing up that brook, and if you don't want to go that w i^^
follow his trail, and see if we don't meet at the same v
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only I'll be fresh for a long tramp, if we're in for one, and
•jou'll feel like setting down a while."
" I must say that you reason about right, and I'll go your
way. But when we meet him, or any of his Indian friends,
what can we do against as many as he's likely to have about
him ?"
" I'll try my powers, then; but you ain't never heard of
them ! Now let's be moving, kase we've lost too much time
talking, and he'll get too far ahead."
Turning as he uttered this command, he moved on rapidly
until reaching the stream. Here he followed its banks, not
caring to hide the broad trail be left.
It was At wood's first lesson in yielding implicit obedience
in such matters to the command of another. The simple, yet
decided language of the scout, convinced him that he was not
only a man confident in his own judgment, but also one not
to be trifled with. Assured as he was that should he refuse
to follow, Peter would certainly go on alone, he, without hesitancy, threw his rifle across his shoulder, and silently pressed
forward. The little waterfall, whose noise could be heard at
the village, was soon reached, but the scout, without stopping,
led the way up the steep bank, and, after going some quarter
of a mile further, suddenly paused. Motioning Atwood to do
likewise, he said:
" Look here close, and tell me what you call this ?"
Stooping, the young man distinctly traced the impression
of a mocasined foot in the soft soil of the bank.
" Some person's been here lately, but whether 'twas that
outlaw or the Indians I can't say," he replied.
" You ain't as good in the woods then as you thought yoa
.vas."
" Why do you say so ?" asked Atwood, somewhat angrily.
" Kase you don't know the difference between a white
nan's foot-marks and the pesky reds'."
" I know an Indian don't turn out his toes as we do, but
vhat print's as straight as an Injin could make it."
" Pshaw," answered the scout, contemptuously. " I don't
Bud out what kind of a human's here by his toes. There
'ain't any small boy but knows 'bout thMt"
" Then what do you tell by ?"
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" You see, boy, that an Injin's all the time on the war-path.
You can jest make up your mind it's all humbug 'bout
'heir burying the hatchet and bringing out their pipe. You
jest give them a chance to get a few white scalps, and it don't
make one bit of difference whether they're at war or peace.
The Great Spirit made them jest as they are, and a fish might
as well try to live out of water as for one of them cut-throats
without fighting. It ain't no use their trying to drive us
whites out of this country, kase we're growing stronger every
day, and they're getting weaker : but they're going to keep
trying till there ain't one on 'em left."
" But what's that to do with this trail ?" inquired Atwood.
" Wal, I reckon a good deal. This foot-mark's made deep,
and that's why I know it warn't no Injin's. I said that
they're always on the war-path, and you never saw a red, m
the woods or out of them, with an enemy arter him or not,
but steps light, and no warrior would tread here when he
could have gone on that flat rock and left no mark to tell
when he took the water. It's here, boy, where John's begun
to hide his trail, and now you and I've got to keep our eyes
and ears open. You take this side, kase it's the safest, and HI
take t'other. Push ahead I"
" What's the use of being careful now ? Are not any
Indians be might have had with him behind this spot ?
^
" Guess not," replied Peter, starting forward. "If there J
any looking for us, we've got to meet 'em."
The manner of the scout was now entirely changed. Instea*
of the hurried and apparently careless manner used hither o,
one of extreme caution was adopted. Upon arriving at any
of the numerous bends of the stream, a short halt was ma
until they were satisfied that no enemy was there^ ^^"'^.gj'
Every foot of ground they passed over was closely ^"^P^'',^^^
but no trace was yet found as to where the outlaw '^^^^
the water. The banks on the side where Atwood stood ^^
clothed by a thick growth of low bush, through '^'"'"'j.^^
labored to make his way. He had searched to within a ^^^
feet of its edge, and was on the point of stepping o^\"^ ^jj
broad moonlight, when he was checked by a hand laid ^^
shoulder. Turning, he found that the scout had S^ine
side with so little noise as not to have sttracted his aiw"
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" Hush," was the quick, low whisper, as the young man
was about speaking. "There's Injins just ahead, and we're
in about as bad a place to meet them as we could find. I
'•eckon it won't be long afore they'll come on down this
brook; so let's you and I try and get out this nest of bushes
afore they find us."
He accordingly began forcing his way from the stream,
toward that portion of the forest which was the most thickly
wooded. They had scarcely reached the point aimed at,
when a low hum of voices met their ear, and from what few
words they could understand, it was evident their enemy had
seen something to rouse their suspicion. Moving quickly on,
until they reached a point where a huge rock towered its
moss-grown summit far toward the sky, they climbed to its
top, and throwing themselves upon their fiices, waited whatever events might transpire. Between the outer edge of the
woods and the growth of bushes was a clear spot, of some
twelve or more feet broad, on which fell a flood of the moon's
silver rays. On this Atwood observed that his companion's
gaze was constantly fixed.
" They've found us out, boy," said the scout, in a whisper,
as a whoop reached their ears.
" We're in for a fight, then ?" replied the young man, with
equal caution.
"Perhaps. But don't you use your gun till I tell j'ou.
We ain't in the best place, even here, 'specially as they out«
number us."
" We've no other choice but to fight or run. If you think
the chances would be against us in a tussle, let's try a run
while we've got some start."
" I never run from the cut-throats yet, till I wiped out one
at least, and I ain't going to now. Jest you hold a bit, and
see what Til do. That's right," he added, as a loud yell
burst from the Indians, " make all the noise you can, you red
sarpents; I've heard you too often to be sheered. Now, boy,
mind what I say, and even if I do shoot, don't you, or, if you
hear an un'arthly noise, don't think it ain't human."
By the noise and momentary glimpse of a dusky form, it
was evident their foe had become thoroughly aroused, and
were searching for their white victims. But a few minnt«
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elapsed when the bushes were pushed violently apart, and a
w'arrior, with his body bent nearly double, in his eagerness to
follow the trail, appeared unon the cleared spot. The scout,
bringing his rifle in a position for instant use, uttered a low
sound, yet sufficiently loud for the Indian to hear. The eye
of the savage was at once directed to the rock, and he was on
the point of uttering a triumphant shout, when the rifle was
discharged. The Indian, staggering forward a few paces,
turned, and fell with his back toward the rock. The report
of the rifle had scarcely died away, when there arose a scream,
so wild, so unearthly, that it sent a cold thrill of horror
through the heart of Atwood. It seemed to issue close a.
hand, and yet there was this peculiarity about it: at a short
distance one would have thought it came from some opposite
point. Several of the dead man's friends were rushing to the
spot, but, upon hearing the first note of that cry, they started
to retrace their steps, and were seen ascending the opposite bank.
" For God's sake tell me if you know what that sound
was ?" asked Atwood, rising to his feet, and peering around
him affrightedly.
" Nothing that's going to hurt you," replied the scout, after
indulging in a dry laugh. " It ain't the first time I've skoered
a man by my music."
" Do you mean to say you made that noise yourself.
" Sartin I did. Reckon, boy, if it hadn't been for tUt wnse,
you nor I wouldn't have seen daylight agin."
" But the Injins—they—"
.
" Don't know what to make on it, and have gone to flna
out," interrupted his companion. " But let's be moving while
we've a chance. It ain't no use to follow John any fur u _^
to-night, kase there's too many of bis friends about; so le
go back and take a little sleep afore morning."
.
Following the direction of the stream, they retraced tu^^^
steps, keeping within the borders of the forest until the sc ^^
thought it would be safe to return to the valley. At the ^^.^
point where they struck it Ruth had been overtaken D.^^^
Indian, and their footprints were soon discovered by tn
eye of the hunter.
ig-. t«
" WrJ," he exr-laimed, " if here ain't something ei««>
/ook at."
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*• What more have you found ?" asked Atwood.
"Been some more humans along here since we were."
" Well, it won't be hard for you to tell who they were,"
replied Atwood, now thoroughly convinced of the superior
sagacity of the scout.
" You're right, boy; I think I'll soon find out wh3 they
were Now let's calculate. First, here's two tracks—a man's
and either a boy's or a woman's. Now, it ain't hard telling
who made that big one, but I'm puzzled 'bout t'other. Is
any of the folks away from the settlement ?"
" No."
" You're sure ?"
" I know there isn't."
"Wal, there's somebody been trying to get there, that's
sartin, and they've been in a hurry."
While thus conjecturing, he continued walking slowly along,
until, at length, arriving at the spot where Ruth first noticed
the Indian, he uttered, in a tone of satisfaction :
" It's clear as day now. There's been a white gal along
here, and that Injin's been following her."
" What makes you so sure ?"
" Kase it ain't likely a boy's been out this time o' night,
and no boy ever made these marks."
" But what would she be doing here ? Where do you suppose she's from ?"
"I'm going to find that out, so jest you hide till I come
back."
So saying, he disappeared up the trail. As minute after
minute fled without bringing the scout's return, Atwood
became more and more restless. He was several times upon
the point of starting without longer delay, when the rustling
of the leaves, or some distant sound, made him shrink quickly
back. That startling cry be had heard was forever ringing
in his ear. Although the scout had given him to understand
that he was the author of it, yet the superstition so common
among bordermen of that day, probably originating from their
contact with the savage, gave him a feeling of dread which
he found it impossible to overcome. He had, unconsciously,
become less watchful, when the voice of the scout startled
him from his reverie.
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" You're a pretty Injin hunter, as you call yourself, to let a
man sneak right on you without your hearing," exclaimed
Peter, as he seated himself on a fallen tree.
" I was thinking," faltered Atwood.
" And I'm thinking all the time, but it don't hinder mo
from seeing or hearing. I tell you, boy, it won't be many
days afore every man, woman and child will have to watch,
if they think any thing of their lives. These woods are full
of the reds, and there ain't one of them bul's in his paint."
" You've seen more, then, since you left ?"
" I ain't seen a live soul, but there ain't more deer-tracks
on a run-way than there's moccasin-prints all about here."
" What did you find about that trail ? Guess you've been
some distance, judging the length of time you were gone."
" Wal, I shouldn't wonder but I had. And now let's be
going, kase we ain't got one minute to lose. I followed on
up the brook," be commenced, as they moved forward, "for
over a mile, when the up track took to the woods on the
right. I didn't hardly know for a while what to do, kase,
you see, I wanted to I'arn more 'bout who made that little
track. Wal, I didn't stand long thinking, for, after hunting
about a little, I found where she'd come over the brook. It
wasn't the easiest thing in the world to keep her trail through
the woods, but I did it, and the fust thing I knew, out I comes
on a bit of clearing, and in the center of it stood a cabin.
" Did you find anybody in it ? I never heard of any one
living in this region away from the settlement before,
exclaimed Atwood, in astonishment.
" Guess you don't know all you ought to, then, kase eom
of your neighbors knew a gal that didn't live in the v"lag^^
" There has been a strange girl seen about several tim ,
but we thought she was on a visit to some of our neigho
But about the house ?"
.
i
" That's jest what I'm coming at, if you'll ^^''.P ^^JJ^'oor,
went up to it without any noise, and when 11"®"^ , ^ ^gg
found it open, but there wasn't a soul inside. Ihei ^^^
some ashes in the fire-place that was warm yet, f ° a / ' | ^j
looks of the bed, and some other things that lay ^'^°^l' [^^
made up my mind it hadn't been long since the owne
and I'm thinking I know who he was."
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•• You do ? Let's know."
" I t wasn't no other than that dod-blasted white Injin, out.
^ w John, and that little track was made by his daughter."
" Strange; what could have brought her out ?"
" Can't say sartin, but I kinder think she's found out something, and was coming to let you know. Now, boy, I'm
bound to see what that red-skin's took her with him for."
" Don't you suppose that the father, finding she had left,
had started to find her ?"
"Yes, you're right 'bout that; kase, if he hadn't, I'd h;ive
found him to hum; but he didn't go to look for her, becuuse
I'd have met him. That man ain't human. He don't love
his own child half as much as I've loved some of my dogs.
and I don't think he cares whethei- he sees her again or not.
He wasn't going to take the trouble to hunt her up when
there was so many of his red friends that would do it. You
see, boy, he knew she couldn't get down to the settlement
without falling iu with some of these varmints he's set to
watch for me, so he's taken a short cut to see some chief and
wait till they bring Ruth in."
By this time the outskirts of the clearing was reached, and
hurrying across it, the two men entered the home of Mr.
Wilber, and quickly resigned themselves to the short slumbei
which was allowed them before the day broke.

CHAPTER

IV

THE ANGEL AND THE FIEND.

THE Indian who had intercepted Ruth in her errand ct
mercy was one of the most experienced warriors of his tribe,
which was known as the Wampanoags. Had the scout
iecided, when hesitating at the point where the double trail
entered the woods, to have followed it, he would have found
his best judgment and woodcraft taxed to the utmost. The
savage, after proceeding some distance from the creek, turned
and followed a course directly narallel witli its flow, until.
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arriving at a spot that seemed to suit his plan, he turned
again directly toward it. Lifting Ruth in his strong arms,
and bearing her as easily as if she were a child, he entered
the water, and walked in the center of its bed until he camo
to the spot where the outlaw and chief had held their conference. Here, setting the frightened girl down, he bade hei
ascend the cliff, himself leading the way, and selecting a path
where their footsteps would leave no impression. He well
knew that, did he reach the spot where so many of his tribe
had been, his trail would be lost in mingling with theirs, thus
bafflng pursuit.
" Pale-face tired ?" he asked, when they had gained the
summit.
" I am some tired, for you have walked very fnst," replied
the exhausted Ruth, gaining courage by this little act of
humanity in the warrior.
" Why don't say yes or no ? Injin don't know much English. He say what mean in little talk. Bad for warrior hab
iong tongue."
Ruth made no reply, and the silence remained for some
Ame unbroken.
" T'ink friend come bum-by ? Find trail—take squaw from
warrior?" he asked again.
„
" I have no such hope. I have no friend but my father,
replied the girl, for she wished to conceal, even from hini,
that she possessed one other friend.
__ „•
" If got no friend 'mong pale-face, come live wid Injin. ^^^
take squaw in his wigwam—hunt for her—fight for her
good Injin if she come."
.gj
Whether this was intended as an offer of his hand by_^^^^
savage conductor, or only to test the real state of her ^^^^^^^
toward the red-men, it was impossible for her to deter ^^^^
Without hesitation, she replied that she did not think m^ ^^^
people were intended to mate with each other, ^^eiijo^^^^^
unlike iu color, habits, government and civilization. .** ' ^„.
the warrior fully understood, or was convinced by this ^^ ^^^^
ing, she could not tell, for uttering bis expressive g™" ^^j 9
close of her remark^ and after allowing what ^^^ cousi ^^^
oufficient time for rest, they once more resumed their J
,
On led the Indian, with raoid strides, while, unmurmui
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the poor girl strove to follow. Now their path would lead
Ihem by many a crook and turn through the crowded trees;
again they would tread some mossy log, laid low by the ruthless hand of time, for no woodman's ax ever had stirred the
echoes of those distant wilds. Her guide would assist, at
times, in holding back the wild vines or brambles that choked
her path, or carefully choose the more solid footing as they
passed over many a quaking bog. The bright rays of the
rising sun began to light the eastern sky, as they suddenly
arrived in sight of a valley where lay, half concealed by mist
and tree, the red-man's village. Ruth had never before seen
one, yet she felt no curiosity; all she desired was to reach
some place of rest. Cheered with the prospect that at last it
was near at band, she urged her weary feet on. In a short
lime they arrived at the village. Her guide led her, without
pausing, through the outer circle of wigwams. Arriving near
the center, he stopped, and becJvoning several squaws toward
him, addressed a few words to them in his native tongue;
then, giving Ruth into their charge, he walked away. The
tent or wigwam toward which she was conducted was much
larger than the majority of those immediately about it. Its
floor was covered with the skins of wild animals, which gave
it an air of barbaric comfort. To the scarcely intelligible
inquiries of the Indian girls, Ruth answered that all she
required was rest, and she was at once left alone.
The sun was riding in mid-heaven when she awoke. Rising she opened the flap of the tent, and gazed out with curious
eyes upon the different sights that presented themselves.
Feeling no concern for her personal safety, she indulged her
curiosity to its full extent. So interested had she become in
the play of some Indian boys, engaged in a mock battle,
which they imitated with surprising correctness, that she
failed to hear the approaching footfall, or note the form of
her father until he spoke.
" Ruth."
She started and hurriedly turned.
" Oh, father, I am so glad you've come," she said, earnestly,
going toward him, and looking up into his face with a glad
smile. " I knew you would miss me and wouldn't rest till I
was found."
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" How is it, Ruth, that you're here ?" he asked, sternly, an
angry frown resting upon his repulsive face.
" I was brought here by an Indian scout," she replied, witli
some little hesitancy.
" Did he steal you from our cabin while I slept ?"
" No, father."
" Then how came he to get you ? Don't try to deceive
me, for I know all about it, girl," he added, as his daughter
remained silent. " What were you doing down by the brook ?
Going to the village ?"
" I never tried to decieve you, father, and I never shall,"
the answered, boldly. " I was on my way to the village, and
would to God I had reached it."
" What took you there ?"
" To warn them of the Indians. To tell them that an
attack was planned, and that unless they were watchful and
well prepared they would all be killed."
" And pray who told you all about this ?"
" You, father."
"Me! Now that's a lie, giW, for I don't know any thing
'bout it, so I couldn't have told you."
" Oh, father, do not say so. I know you did not mean to
have told me, but you spoke in your sleep, and that's the way
I found it out."
" The devil! What did I say ?"
" That the Indians intended attacKing the settlement, she
ieplied. She could not bring herself to tell him all.
For a long time the outlaw fixed bis searching ^y^ "^.°
her, but the unfaltering gaze that met his at length led hi^^
to believe that she had heard nothing more, and he tram
his answer accordingly.
, T,J
" I don't much blame you, Ruth, for I don't know bui
done as you did; that is, if I and these Injins wasn t s
good friends. I meant to tell you in the morning ^^^^^^^
I'd heard, and you could have had a chance to have told
I tell you, Ruth, it's the best plan always to look out lor y^ ^^
self, and let other folks do so for themselves. It s going
hard work for the whites in the settlements to keep
scalps on, for the Injins are going to try kill off an "'
on this continent."
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" Then we will be likely to share the same fate, for why
should they except us ?"
" You might as well know first as last, girl, that I've turned
Injin out-and-out, and we've got to live with them in future."
"Father !"
'Twas but a simple expression—the utterance of a name
around which cluster so many fond memories; but there was
in it, in this instance, a pathos, a tone of sorrow, of despair,
that showed the outlaw he had forever lost the confidence
and respect of his child.
" Well, speak out what you think," he said, angrily.
" Haven't you got any thing to say but that ?"
" Have I not always obeyed you ? Have I not sat, night
after night, as my poor mother did, waiting for your return
so as to give you food if you were hungry ? Is there any
thing I have missed doing that I thought would make you
happy or add to your comfort ?"
" Well, Ruth, don't make such an ado about it; 'twas your
duty."
" Perhaps it was," she murmured, sadly. " But for all
these favors, father"—laying her hand on his arm, for he was
beginning to get fidgety—" for the sake of her that loved you
till the day she died, I would ask you to return to your own
people, and if it's God's will they perish, let us perish with
Ihem." She said this with impressive solemnity.
" It's too late for that," was the impatient answer, a slight
shudder convulsing him at the mention of his wife. " I've
gone too far to go back, and life's sweet to any man."
" Then I must leave you," she replied, firmly, " for I shall
never forsake my own color, not even at your command."
" Fool, do you think you could leave this village without
falling in with some Injin scout ?"
" I shall try, let the danger be what it will," she answered,
resolutely.
" And III see it don't do you any good, girl," he added,
grasping her fiercely by the arm. " Come, Modocawan the
cnief wants to see you, and he won't be over pleased to be
kept waiting so long."
Ruth, powerless under the control of the brute strength of
her inhumau father, felt that some new trouble was to
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confront her. She submissively allowed herself to be led intn
the chieftain's presence.
The expression that flitted over the Indian's countenance
was one of entire satisfaction as his ej'e fell upon the form
of Ruth. Rising from his couch of furs, he approached
them, and waving all others from bis presence, said :
" The daughter of our white brother is fair as the morning
light, and the heart of Modocawan warms toward her. Does
my brother guess what thought now dwells in my breast ?"
" I'm sure I don't, chief," replied the outlaw, in the Indian
tongue; yet he half surmised what it was.
" Does my brother see all the country round this village T
Can his feet climb the tall mountains, or descend in the deep
Valley, should he walk for one whole moon ?"
The outlaw shook his head.
" Modocawan owns it all," replied the Indian, drawing
jimself up proudly. " And the squaw that shall live in his
wigwam shall share it with him. Will my brother give me
his fiiir flower ? Will she be the red-man's wife ?"
Heartless as the man was, he felt for a moment like revising the request. His eye wandered first from his child to
the chieftain. In the former there was written painful inquiry—a quick, wild look, blending into despair. Although
she comprehended nothing of what they were saying, yet she
was well aware, from the many glances directed toward her,
that she was the subject of their conversation. Upon the
countenance of the chief there rested the one severe, stoUa
consciousness of power. As he met the deep, dark eye "'^^
upon him, and the xilumed head slightly bent to catch W
answer, the outlaw felt it would be dangerous to trifle, or
avert a direct affirmative answer. The slight considerati ^
he felt for Ruth's happiness vanished like the morning m»
before his sudden dream of power and honor to loii
Lowering his voice, he answered : '
„
" I have said that, in future, I should be one of yo"' ' " ^ •
that the home of the pale-face should be no logger my hom^
nor should I ever more mix with them. Why, then, sn
I not feel proud to have my chi'd the chosen wife ot ^o g
a chief as Modocawan? Let my brother speak to her,
let his words be mild as the summer breeze, and give
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time to prepare for what she so little expects. Have I
answered well ?"
" You have," replied the Indian; yet no visible sign of
satisfaction showed itself npon his painted cheeks. " I find
my brother loves the red-men, and no harm shall ever come
to his wigwam. Let him look among the daughters of the
Wampanoags and see if there is not one he would take to
raise his corn, to dress his food, or to tend him when the
Great Spirit frowns sickness upon him."
towsTrd the'efir'a^*^ *^® ^^'^^^ rep\y; and turning, he walked
disclosure would'have upM'aS.^« ^i'^^ss the effect the chiefs
We will not narrate the manner aSlfpv
to inform Ruth of his and her father's determinaTOfiP^^^'^
some time the poor girl strove to believe that she had not
rightly understood the imperfect language used by the chief •
but, little by little, the truth flashed itself upon her. Whas.
pen can portray her agony? what language describe her
grief? Her brain grew dizzy, and yet she did not swoon.
Her eyes seemed starting from their sockets, but no flood of
tears came to quench their burning. She stood before that
basilisk like a colorless statue, as motionless, pale and cold.
For a long time she remained thus standing; then starting
like a person awakened from some horrid dream, she said, iv,
a low, rapid voice, husky in its tone:
" Chief, this can not, shall not be. The Great Spirit, who
made both red and white, gave us each a different nature.
You love to dwell within the dark, distant woods; I among
the dwellings of my people. You delight in bloodshed—to
steal upon the slumbering villagers, and, in the dead of night,
to kill both old and young, male and female. I love to listen
to the ringing ax, the lowing of cattle, of sounds that tell
%lone of peace. Our tastes are then so different, how could
fre live together ? No, no ! I say again, take my life if you
HU, but I shall never be your wife. Never—never !"
" Squaw lub some young pale-face man, that make her talk
BO ?" he said at once, his countenance wearing the same stolid expression.
" I will speak the truth," she replied, hoping, perhaps, that
when he knew her hand already was plighted, he would
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forego pressing his suit. " I do love one of my ow n co.oi
and Have promised to become his wife."
" What him name, and where he lib ? Chief send warrior
to him; tell him come take squaw away."
" He can be found in the settlement that lays to the south.
His name is Watson," replied the girl, quickly, believing that
her hour of deliverance was at hand.
After pondering for some time, the Indian abruptly dismissed her, and then beckoned to the outlaw.
,„„„
-- ^.o lone,

" Sagamore," his voice assuming theJow^^-^-j^g ^^^^^^^^
so plainly indicative of passi^iijgjg'f^^p „
" y°"'^' ^^"^^^ ^2II?]las°been a young fellow at my cabin severa,
JcJ^^Sut what of that ?"
" She will not take the chief of the Wampanoags; her
heart lives in the homes of her race."
" You hava told her you wanted her for a wife ?"
A slight inclination of the plumed head was the reply.
" And she answered—"
" That the Great Spirit made the poor Indian and the
proud pale-face to live apart," he replied, advancing to the
entrance. " Am I not a man ? Are you more ? Can not I
see ? Can not I think ? What better can palo-lace do ?
The red-man hungers; so does he. I am sick ; so is he. All
alike, save in skin. Go, tell your child she shall be tho wife
of Modocawan."
As he uttered this last brief order he stepped out into the
open air, and summoned one of his warriors, to wliom he
•gave some instructions, and then dispatched him.
Day succeeded day without Ruth's hearing any thing either
from her father or the chief, and she fondly hoped that the
latter had relinquished all thoughts of making her his wiw.
Poor girl, how little did she know what was yet in st"""®^"
her! Merciful indeed is an all-wise God to so create us tha
we know not what a day will bring forth.
Nearly a week had passed, and the shadows were extenu
ing far toward the east, when Ruth received an unexpec ^
summons to meet the chief. Witn a palpitating heart ana
throbbing broTtr she instantly obeyed. As she approached
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wigAvam, she observed her father, in company with one of the
warriors, enter. This would have seemed a trifling matter,
had there not rested on his countenance a look which sent a
chill of apprehension through her entire being.
" Ruth," commenced her father, as she entered, " you don't
forget what was said to you the other day ?"
" I remember it but too well, father," she said, raising her
sad eyes to his face.
" I suppose your mind's made up, then ?"
" I then gave my answer, and it shall never be changed."
" What do if chief say must ?"
" I can not tell; I put my trust in the Great Spirit of my
people, knowing that he will not leave me."
" What do if white lubber die ?"
The girl started at the question. It certainly meant something. Approaching a step or two nearer, she fixed her tearless eyes upon the Indian.
" If he should die ?" she echoed, in a husky voice.
" Yes ; what do den ?"
She started now in terror, for the freezing conviction was
slowly stealing into her mind, that he on whom her only hope
of happiness depended either was dead or in great danger.
" Why do you ask me such a question ? Oh, tell me,
chief. Father, in mercy, tell me. Has any thing befallen
Philip ?"
" Modocawan nebber lies," replied the Indian. " He say
dat you must be his wife. Soon he go on war-path 'gainst
your people. When he go he leabe you in bis wigwam."
Here, motioning to the warrior who had entered with her
father, he continued : " Can squaw tell what dat is ?"
Ruth turned her eyes upon the Indian, who slowly drew
aside his blanket, and exhibited a yet bleeding scalp.
Well might the inhuman father gaze with horror on his
child. Gazing, for a moment, upon those brown tresses, she
slowly approached. Iler great eyes stared like fixed stars.
The face became pale as alabaster, yet the veins stood out on
her temples like cords. Her breathing was not perceptible ;
she seemed like one b ^ f t of all consciousness—of time and
place—of every thing save of that bloody signet. Extending her hand, she touched it. A smile flitted over her face—
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sucb. a ghastly smile as it was horrible to behold. Then
stooping low, she imprinted a kiss upon the scalp—a kiss
thuv left upon her lips tho red mark of death.
Philip Watson had been murdered, and Ruth Seaman was
a ra&niac !
" Ruth, daughter Ruth, for God's sake, what are you doing Y" cried the outlaw, scarce knowing what he said, and
BtarUed at the shocking scene enacted before his eyes.
" Father !"
Tne eye of that bold man sunk before the fierce gaze fixed
upon him. Both Indian and white man trembled. The
voice came as from the grave. It was as if the unmoving
tongue of death had spoken, or the strong lips of som^
statue had uttered a sound without a breath.
" Give me the trophy," she suddenly exclaimed, snatching
the scalp from the Indian's belt, and with it his knite. Then,
Holding it before her, she gave a shrill laugh, and, as her
awful mirth subsided, continued :
" It's your hair, Philip, and they killed you that your
bride sliould become the wife of the murderer. Ha ! ha! ha.
They shall be cheated of their prize. We shall not be separated long, my Philip; only until Ruth shall have shed
blood for blood !"
, j.
She paused, and, fixing the treasure—for such, i"^^^"'"
was to her—about her waist, turned, and confronted •
Indian. "Will the great chief of the Wampanoags no
take the pale-face maiden for his wife ? Would he make n^
bed f^f thorns, or take to his arms the savage wolf ? 1 /^
he will find both in me. Red-man, you murdered hm.
will have reyeage—revenge ! Philip's soul calls for it
^
the clouds—from the hearthstone—from the ground.
venge I Ha ! ha ! ha!"
^ j,er
She hurried from the place. None essayed to ':"«.
steps. The warriors, across whose path she f °''^' "^jj
place and bowed their heads. The Great Spirit had sen ^^
cloud to encircle her brow ; the light of an unearin y
was in her eye. The red-man saw it and was atraiu.
h-as harmless, now, from savage touch.
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CHAPTER V
THE APPARITION AND THE LOSS.

" FATHER, may not you and our good friend here be mistaken iii your fears of an attack by the Indians ?" asked Mary
Wilber, one evening some three weeks after the night on which
the outlaw.had made his visit, as they were seated after supper, the scout and Atwood being present.
" Why do you ask, Mary ?" inquired Mr. Wilber.
" Because they have shown no signs of their presence."
" The very thing that would lead me to think their intentions are hostile. If they felt friendly, most certainly they
would visit the village, as has been their custom. I am, however, a poor hand at judging, so I must refer you, my child,
to one who thoroughly understands them, and that is our friend
Peter."
" Can you tell why we have not been attacked before this ?'
she inquired of the scout.
" It's because they ain't ready," was the blunt reply. " Yoit
see, Miss, a red-skin knows more than some whites, and M
ain't a-going to do a thing till he sees a good chance for success. 1 ain't over fast in speaking 'bout myself, but I'm thinking that they've been told by John that I'm here, and they
know there ain't a trick of theirs but that I'm up to."
" You seem thoughtful of late—why is this ? You sure!;;'
are not fearful of the result, should an attack be made ?"
" Not I," he replied, quickly raising his head and glanciQ£
at her. " I've been. Miss, where many a man wouldn't like
to be, and it never scared me a bit. Month after month I've
made my home by the border of some lake, while the reds
were hunting for me night and day. I've followed the track
of a deer till I've come up and shot the poor thing, and then
camped out with it, while the whole of the night I've had to
fight off the wolves that had smelt its blood. But that ain't
half as bad as a good many scrapes I've been in; so what do
you s'pose I care 'bout having a fight now, when I've got
plenty of fr?a5l«t3-i,..<.k u i r F
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"I*don't doubt your bravery, but there seems to be something on your mind."
" You're right. Miss, there is."
" Won't you tell me what it is ?"
" P'raps it ain't nothing, and p'raps it is; but it wouldn't
do you any good to hear it."
" If it is any thing that concerns our welfare, you should not
hesitate for cue moment in telling it," said Mr. Wilber, wishing to find out what it was that seemed to affect the scout.
" I don't know, squire, as it's got any thing to do with the
fight we're going to have, .so let's talk no more 'bout it."
The reluctance manifested by the scout only made Mr.
Wilber more determined to find out its cause. All were well
convinced that, with a man of his years and experience, it was
no slight circurastance which could affect him so seriously.
He was at length compelled to speak :
" Wal!" he exclaimed, reluctantly, " if you must know TH
tell you. First, then, there ain't many things that happen in
the woods but we scouts find out. If I hear a noise, it don t
make any difference whether it's the snap of a dry twig or the
noise of the wind, or the ciy of some animal, I'm bound to
kaow what's meant by it, and as soon as I've found out I'm
•ul right. Now you kuow I've been out taking a look round
Overy night since I first came, and all's been right till 'bout
four days back—"
" What did you hear ?" asked Mary, excitedly.
" I was some six miles away," he continued, without minding the interruption, " and was on my way back, when
leaid a cry that made my hair raise my cap clean on my
lead. It warn't an Injin, and it warn't a beast, and what i
vas the Great Spirit only knows." '
" What was it like ?" inquired all at a breath.
" It warn't like nothing as ever I heard afore. First _^
thought 'twas a cat: then it seemed like an owl, but at las
gave a laugh jest like a human."
" Have you heard it since V"
" Every night!"
" And always the same ?"
" Yes, always the same."
" What can-iH9»*
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"That's hard tellin, and I've made up my mind that I ain't
over anxious to be in the woods alone again till Fve found out.
It's something that ain't human, that's sartin."
" Nonsense, Peter," exclaimed Mr. Wilber, " you are as
superstitious as an Indian. Surely a man who possesses the
quickness of apprehension you do, can not believe in what arc
generally termed ghosts ?"
" See here, squire," began the scout, not liking the idea of
being ridiculed, " what would you do if you heard or saw
something you couldn't make out ?"
" I should consider it singular, but should feel, at the same
time, that something would turn up and make it all plain."
" I ain't been brought up as you have, and ain't got the gift
to talk like you; but, when you come to sights and sounds iu
the woods, I don't let any man teach me; and when I hear a
cry like that I've told you 'bout, I say something ain't right."
As he finished speaking, the door of the cabin was slowly
opened with so little noise that none knew it except the scout,
who chanced to sit directly opposite. The man's startled
manner at once attracted attention, and looking to see the
cause, they observed the figure of a female then standing within
the shadow of the chimney. It was impossible to say whether
she was an Indian or one of their neighbors.
" Will you tell me, my good woman, what you wish ?"
asked Mr. Wilber, breaking the silence.
" To save your life," was the reply, uttered in so unearthly
a tone that it sent a cold chill through all.
" But how are we in danger '?"
" Modocawan, chief of the Wampanoags, hates the pale-faces
and thirsts for their blood," was the reply
" How know you this ?"
" The voice of sleep told me."
" She is crazy," turning to Peter, but the scout seemed not
to hear ; his eye was fixed on the stranger.
" How could that be; I don't understand your meaning ?"
the squire again interrogated.
" The bad man can not rest. He shuts his eyes and sleep?,
but thought finds words and speaks. I heard them, and am
come to warn you." She broke into a low laugn, which suddenly ceasefl a"fi 'imn nnnHn^mA • «' TTo f/^ii.i me the Iiidi:in3
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meant to have the lives of every pale-face, till they killed or
drove them from these shores. But they would not kill him
or bis child, because they had left their people and joined the
red-man's family. I have lived with them and have seen them
coming. Get to the block-house! They will be here tonight ! But look before you go at what I took from them—
isn't it worth the taking ?"
Again she uttered that laugh, and throwing off the mantle
she wore, stepped close to the light. To the horror of all—
the scout excepted—she held aloft a human scalp.
Sudden as was her action, it was not more quick than was
that of Peter. Springing to her side, he seized her by her
arm, and gazed intently in her face.
" It's you, Ruth, is it ? I know you now," he said. " But
you've changed, gal, yes, chauged so that your own mother
wouldn't know you at first. Who's done this ?" he asked,
sharply, after a pause. " Tell Peter Simpson whose done this,
and may I have no rest upon my dying bed, if I don't hunt
the man out, be he Injin or white, and make him remember
the day he made you what you are. It's true, squire, what
you said 'bout that noise. Ruth's the one that made it."
" You know who she is then, poor thing ?"
" Sartin, I know her. It's Ruth, the outlaw's daughter."
" You never mentioned the fact of her being deranged."
" She never was as I knowed of; and I tell you all, there's
been some foul play as has done this."
" The scalp—where could she have got it ?"
" I'll find that out, and if she'll only tell who done t'other
thing, I'll trail d.ay and night, year in and year out, but I
bring this thing to sight on him." He brought his liard hajKl
with violence upon the stock of his gun, while, in his usual y
mild eye, there burned a fierce expression which told plainly
that his resolve was fixed. Turning to the girl, he asked in
a voice which none present ever had heard him use, so swec
was its tone :
" Do you know me, Ruth ?"
,
"Let me think," came the slow answer, as passing her ha
across her brow, she seemed trying to collect her wandering
thoughts ; " was it in the forest, down by the brook I saw you .
" .No, g?i "nt there."
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'' Oh, I remember now; 'twas at our cabin. You were
sick and I nursed you. Are you strong enough to get out
now ?"
" That I am, and strong enough to do the man a bad turn
that harmed you. Will you tell Peter who it was that took
that scalp—that made you wild ?"
" I can't, 1 can't," she murmured, with a slight shudder
^nd her eye again began to burn with its fierce light. " I
have taken his knife. See, here it is," she exclaimed, eagerly.
" It is red with Philip's blood, but it will be redder yet. His
spirit calls me away, but I will not go until the knife is redder
yet."
" You ain't the one to do it; give it to me, gal, and if I
don't use it right, then jest set me down as a sneaking redskin, and that's 'bout as mean a thing as a man can be. Ruth."
he continued, taking her hand in his rough palm, and speak
ing slowly and impressively, " I ain't the man that can forget what you've done for me; and now, if you'll jest tell
who's the man that's done this, I'll find him, if I hunt the
woods for years. You ain't fit, gal, to go by yourself, kase
your brain ain't right. Perhaps your father—"
With a quick bound the girl was on her feet, while the
expression of her face for a moment was hideous. The hunter
stopped short and gazed at her, and then nodding, said, half
aloud :
" I don't want to hear uo more, kase it's as clear as daylight now."
Ruth, after retaining her motionless attitude for some time,
turned, and for the first seemed to notice Mary's presence iu
the room. Going to her side, she nestled at her feet, auc
appeared eager to communicate something which her diseased
brain refused to remember. At length the idea again crossed
her of the errand that had brought her to the village, and, in
broken sentences, oft wandering upon other thoughts, she
warned Mary of danger pending to herself. AVhen she had
finished she rose, and going to the door was about to make
her exit, when she assumed a listening attitude. Then, placing her finger upon her lips, she uttered the word, " comiug,"
and, with a motion quick as impulse itself, sprung througi
the door and w:ia soon lost to sight.
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A silence reigned upon them all, until it was at length broken
by Peter's rising to his feet, and proceeding to narrowly
inspect his rifle.
" Squire," he said, " you had better take Ruth's advice and
get the folks into the block-house before morning. I don't
think there's much fear 'bout their showing themselves tonight, but it's safe to get a little the start, and I ain't sure but
the gal knows more than she told. Poor thing," he added,
as if to himself, " it ain't so long ago that I saw you as well
as any gal in this settlement, ay, and as nice a one too, and
now your senses clean gone, and you don't know nor care
where you're going."
" Do you think she was sincere in her threats against tho
person who has brought this great evil upon her ?" inquired
Mr. Wilber.
" She's jest as sure to do it as I am that she shan't if I can
stop her. But, squire, we've talked too long already; now,
let's be doing. You, boy, take a run round to the folks, and
tell them to pack up and get ready to move, and I'll take a
walk round the woods. If I ain't back soon, get to the blockttouse, and put the best men you've got on watch."
Atwood at once started, and the scout only lingered long
enough to add a few words of advice as a guide to Mr. Wilber,
when he disappeared across the clearing.
A little after midnight all was in readiness, and, as Peter
had not returned, Mr. Wilber ordered the movement to commence. Feeling confident that, if danger was near at band,
the scout would apprise him, he bad left his own house to
facilitate matters, leaving his daughter alone. The most tardy
villager was ready, and many had already reached the for,
when, as he was about giving some further order to -^'^^"^ '
both were startled by a shrill cry for help. It was at on
recognized as the voice of Mary Wilber. With a speed sur
prising for a man of his years, he started toward the bous ,
followed closely by Atwood and several of the °eigho •
Quick as were their movements, they arrived only to find n
gone. Tho fearful truth, as it burst with full force upon t
father, completely paralyzed him ; with a groan of anguisu, ^
tottered forward and grasped the casement for support.^ x
80, however, with the ycung man. He instantly threw himseu
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upon the ground, so as to bring any object that might yet
be in the opening between him and the sky, and distinctly
saw Ihe forms of several Indians hurrying forward, forcing
with them the struggling girl.
" This way, men—follow me," he shouted, springing forward.
" Do you see her ?" asked Mr. Wilber, faintly.
" Yes, plainly; but let's huny on, neighbors, or we shall
lose her," he replied.
" Don't a man of you stir one step !" It was the scout who
at that moment joined them.
" Don't heed him boys, but come on," commanded Atwood,
his anger roused in an instant, and the men were again on the
point of pressing forward, when the scout again bade them
remain.
" Stranger!" exclaimed Atwood, almost beside himself,
" you've been of great help to us, but when there's a chance
of our saving that girl's life, which is dearer to me than my
own, and you refuse not only to help but keep the rest back,
our friendship's at an end."
" Who's the man that says I wouldn't help ?"
" I do."
" How do you know ?"
" By your actions."
" Kase I ain't a fool, and don't start off like the wind arter
them reds. I s'pose that's what you mean ?"
"And why shouldn't we? Ain't we got them in sight
now, and if we wait, God knows when we shall find her, if
ever. You can stay if you like, but I'm going if I go alone."
" You jest stop and hear what I've got to say. Do you
think them sarpents would let you get the gal back safe and
sound, if you did ketch them to-night? Not a bit of it I
They'd send a tomahawk into her skull jest 'bout the time
you'd think she was saved. Them Injins ain't done this of
their own accord, but that outlaw has planned it, and if he
warn't with them he's been close at hand."
" But Peter, what—" commenced Atwood, feeling convinced
that the scout was right.
" Don't you ask me any questions for I ain't the time to
answer," he said, interrupting him. " We've got to look with
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all our eyes, and work with all o8r strength, kase we amt got
no small job afore us, and very little time to do it in. if we
g*et all the folks snug in the block-house this night. Don't
you worry, squire, 'bout the gal, kase I first want to see you
safe, and then I'll start on her trail."
He now hastened back to the village, and hurried forward
all who were not yet out of danger. The news that one of
their number had been taken captive was a sufficient iuceiitive. Soon the entire population were safely sheltered, and
made as comfortable as the narrow limits of the little fort
would afford. Under the directh)n of the scout, many of the
weak places were strengthened; the men were divided into
four watches, and their hours of duty named.
The reason why Peter had not seen the Indians who had
so successfully effected the capture of Mary was, that they
approached the cabin from its rear, while he entered the
woods from the front; consequently, there had not time
enough elapsed for him to make the entire circuit. As it
was, however, his quick ear had detected a slight sound which
at once awoke suspicion, and his eye had discerned the dim
outline of their shadowy foi-ms before they had reached the
house. As they came within range of his gun, his fiis
impulse was to fire; but a moment's reflection showed how
foolish such an attempt would be. He well knew that no
very small war-party of the enemy would thus boldly approach
t^e house, unless they were well supported ; and, did he commence hostilities, it might bring on a general attack, the resu
of which would be an entire success to them, while death anc
hopeless confusion would fall to the lot of the villagers, ti
also felt assured that, whatever chief the Indians were unde^,
he had allowed the outlaw to carry out his design A''^'' .1",^
that when it was either accomplished or otherwise, very h
time would be wasted before the attack would commence _^^
The very moment he felt all was secure, and that his p
ence could be dispensed with, he sought Mr. Wilber, and g
a few parting words of advice.
^g^
"Won't to-morrow do better for you to start? .-"^ , ^
think by my proposing this," continued Mr. Wilber, qu'C^'yhe noticed the surprised look of the scout, " that I'm fogettn J
my poor child; but ray thoughts and duty are with
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poor people, and I would like your presence and counsel as
long as possible. It is so dark to-night, that it will be impossible to follow her."
" You don't know much 'bout follering trail," replied the
scout, " and can't think how easy it is for men brought up in
the woods to do things that villagers wouldn't think pos.sible.
I can't foller her track fast, that's sartin, but I can get some
miles on it afore morning. But it ain't that, squire, that
makes me want to start now. You see the sarpents ain't got
every thing fixed yet, but if I wait till morning, they'll have a
warrior behind every tree that grows on the edge of this
clearing. No, no, squire ; I must get on the outside of them,
jest as soon as I can pick out what boys I want to have along
with me."
Prompt as were his general movements, he made selection of
some six of the best young men, including Atwood, and, after
allowing a few moments for leave-taking, the gate of the
block-house was thrown open, and they started out iu the
darkness.

CHAPTER

VI

THE PURSUIT.

As the scout moved through the deserted village, not a
word was spoken. His little baud seemed impressed with
the peril attending their undertaking, and each busied himself with his own thoughts. Not one of them but was a
brave, tried man ; yet, as the dull echo of their footstep=^,
thrown back from their now tenantless homes, smote theif
car, a cold shiver or slight start betokened the fears of all, tlia
scout excepted. On they moved; out upon the clearing,
where the slight rustle of the distant forest-leaves were heard,
as well as the soothing murmur of the little stream. The
manner of the scout now evinced the utmost caution. At
times, he would, in a low whisper, order the party to halt,
while he proceeded some distance iu advance; then, returning, he would^leai them iorward aa-ain.
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" Why don't you strike the trail ?" asked Atwood, cau
tiously, surprised that the scout was directing their course
away from, rather than toward it.
" Kase I know more about Injins than you," was the not
very civil reply.
" But you'll miss it altogether if you don't strike it befno
coming to the timber," he returneil, apparently not heedi'i;,'
the bluntness of their guide.
" There 'ud be more than one kind of strike, if I did as
you think I ought."
" I don't know what you mean."
" Boy," he exclaimed, turning about quickly, " wnen I'm
on the war-path, and following trail in the bargain, it taki\
as much as one man can do to think and keep his mout'i
shut. If you don't think I know what Pm doing, you take
three of the men and go ahead on j'Our own hook. I'll tell
you this once, howsomever, why I don't take the trail on tho
start, and it's this: jest where them reds struck the woods
they've left some of their party, kase they think some of us
will be fools enough to follow that way. Now, I'm 'bout as
fond of my life as the next man, and ain't going to rush right
into certain death if I know what I'm 'bout; but jest you go
if you don't like my way; push out for yourself."
Atwood said nothing in reply, for he saw that t)ie scout
was, as usual, in the right.
" Wal, what are you going to do ?"
" Follow you."
" Come on then."
Immediately on reaching the opposite side of the stream,
they obeyed a motion from their guide, and, throwing themselves on their hands and knees, in this slow and paints''
manner passed over the intervening distance to the woo >•
Having reached it, they again halted until it was ascertamet^
tiiat none of their enemy lurked near them, when they aga'
started and proceeded as rapidly as the darkness would adini^The scout directed their course, not in a straight hne,
toward the right, or, more properly, obliquing in the direct
of the trail, so that when they did strike it, which was a ^^^
at a distance of two miles, it would lead those who nngw^_^^
.ow them to believe that they bad not sought it purp
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As they crossed it, the scout ordered Atwood to lead the men
in a line parallel to it, and as far distant as possible, yet
within easy hearing, while he followed immediately upon it.
The young man saw at once what was intended, and gave
instructions that the party should imitate, as near as possible,
the Indian manner of walking.
The day had dawned when they arrived at the border of a
small lake, close by whose edge the trail had led them. Here
they rested long enough to partake of a simple meal, and then
started on.
" Where do you suppose they can be taking her to ?" anxiou.sly asked Atwood. " This isn't the same way we traveled
the other night."
" It ain't, so far; but it's hard teiJiug how many miles
they'll travel, or how many turns they'll make afore th^y
stop. I've followed the varmints for a whole week, while,
if they'd only have gone iu a straight line, it wouldn't have
taken me more than two days to have come up with
them."
" Do you suppose, Peter, that they are making their journey
long on purpose ?"
" I can't say for sartin how that is. Perhaps tliey are
making for one of their towns, and perhaps they are ouly
trying to give us a long walk."
" I suppose they are pretty sure of being followed ?"
"Injins don't s'pose any thing. What they do is done
for sartin, and smart as we whites think ourselves, there's
many a lesson we can learn from them. Now, 'bout this
trail. You don't s'pose they've had much of a talk, if tliey'i"'
said a single word, do you ?"
" Fm sure I don't know."
"Wal, I know they ain't. The chief or head warrior who
led them has made up his mind what to do, and the rest have
followed without asking questions."
In this conjecture the scout was perfectly right. The party
who had gained possession of the girl Imd not stopped to
conjecture the probabilities of their being followed, but had
taken the event as a matter of course, and acted accordingly.
This is a singular yet truthful trait of the Indian character.
Whatever '<• nt^^i" tQ.nr.p,iir ia wit.ii ihom looked upon as a
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" You asli more than I can tell you," was the reply.
" Why, didn't you go out with him once before, and ai. \
he been staying for some time with the squire ?"
" Yes, but for all that I know nothing of him save that bU
name is Peter, and that he's a chap that don't fear any man,
be he white or red."
" He knows what he's about, that's sure," was the reply, ai,
they hurried to regain the little ground they had lost.
j " I don't see why he moves so slow," again remarked At.wood. "Here we are in open woods, with no bush for an
Indian to hide, and the trail as plain as if it was made but a
minute back. Seems to me if I had the lead I'd give you a
run for a few miles. My plan would be to get up with them
as soon as I could, because every step we take leads us further
from home, and fiir into their country."
" Perhaps I'd do jest as you would, but do you know, I've
got faith in that chap, and I believe he'll bring us out all right
in the end. But where's he going now ?"
This exclamation was caused by the scout suddenly turning
from the trail, and directing his course toward a spot where
grew a thick clump of bushes, the first that had been met
with for some time. As soon as the men had gathered about
him, he briefly told them what he expected, and then gave
tliem to understand that there they would remain through
the night, unless circumstances compelled them to do otherwise. His next step was to effectually conceal their footmarks, and then all hastened to improve the moment of rest
afibrded them.
An hour or more had sped, when Atwood felt a hand upon
his shoulder, which at once aroused him. Starting up, he
saw the dim outline of the scout standing by him.
" We're nearer the varmints than I thought," he said.
" That is, we're nearer some of them ; but whether they're the
ones we're arter or not I can't tell."
"Have you seen any of them?" eageriy questioned the
young man.
" Yes."
" How many and where ?"
.
" Do you see that clear spot of sky jest on that little rise
of ground ?"
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" I see it."
" Wal, look sharp and tell me what else you see."
The young man did as requested, and at length made out
M hat to him seemed a human figure, but of gigantic proportions, standing out against the dark-blu" ^hy beyond. So
motionless was it, that hp f-^'" "• quiver run through his frame
"What »•- J^^ sbaldng 'bout?" asked the scout, noticing
.^o tremor.
" What is that thing ?"
" Can't you tell."
" It looks like a man."
" And so it is, boy, and an Injui at that."
" How long has he been standing there ?"
" 'Bout half an hour."
" What are you going to do ?"
" Make his acquaintance," was the determined reply; " and
I want you to go with me. Now, who's the best man to
leave in charge of matters here. I don't mean to have them
stir till we come back, only—"
Whatever else he intended to say was cut short by a cry
so shrill, so penetrating, that it rung far and wide among the
deep arches of the forest. The effect produced upon the
scout was scarcely to be noticed, for he well knew from
whence it came; but with Atwood and the remainder of the
party fear amounted almost to a panic. Those asleep were
at once awakened, while the rest sprung to their feet, and
stood ready to repel an attack. A minute or two elapsed,
when it was again repeated, but at a greater distance; and
when for the third and last time it echoed forth, it could but
faintly be heard.
At length the men mustered courage enough to inquire the
cause of that unearthly noise.
" It ain't no wonder that you're kinder skeered," replied
the guide, " for Fd be if I didn't know what 'twas."
" If you know, tell us," they said, crowding around him.
" I don't s'pose you've any of you heard 'bout a gal called
Jluth, the child of outlaw John, 'cept you, boy," turning to
Atwood, " but it's too long a story to tell the whole on it.
You needn't get scared if you hear it again, kase she's crazyiike, and makes that noise at times; but poor thing, she
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wouldtft do any body harm; that is," he added, quickly, "nc
white man."
• " That Indian hasn't stirred yet," said Atwood, as the scout
led him to one side, after he had reassured the men.
"Wal, BO the varmint ain't," was the scout's astonished
reply, as looking up, the nguvo ^.^s still seen standing as when
first discovered. " That chap's got more pi...i, ,i,j^jj j thought
for. It ain't every Injin that would stand that noise, u.,... ,,„,,,
waiting for me /"
" What will you do ?"
" I always wait to commence a thing until I make up my
mind ; so I can't tell. Now, who's the man ?"
The young man pointed to one who he thought would
be the most likely to fill the post while they were away. The
young fellow chosen was at once informed of the temporary
command assigned him.
To the numerous interrogations as to where they were going, and when they would return, they received very unsatisfactory answers. Again reiterating his command, that they
were not to leave the spot without orders, the scout, followed
by Atwood, took his departure.
" Now, boy, we're in for something or another soon, and it
ain't going to be as easy work as we had t'other night when
you and I was out. First, that big chap up there, that don't
seem as if he cared to move, has got to be put out of the
way, and then we'll take a look and see who's on ahead.
Notwithstanding that Atwood, as before mentioned, had
become accustomed to a border life both by birth and training, and was by no means unaccustomed to listen
tales of blood, yet the off-hand, matter-of-fact tone an
manner of the scout, in declaring his intentions toward ^
savage, seemed to him the demeanor of a ^^*'^''^^®*,"^.^
Perhaps it would have been impossible to have found ^^
men, whose calling was so closely allied, yet who were
widely different in their manner of executing their work.
In Atwood was centered a nature kind, frank, yet ha y,
an aver.sion to taking life when it could possibly be ^'^'^'^^^^^
and the only impulse that urged him now so far a"*'^
pathless forest, was the hope of restoring the woman v?
he loved to her home and himself. With the scout, uo
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different. No motive of self-interest urged him ou. In rescuing the girl, no benefits could accrue to him; yet he was willing to risk the dangerous undertaking, gathering his reward
iu the excitement it offered, or in the chance of settling in
death one of his sworn enemies.
Proceeding with the utmost caution, they arrived within a
short distance of the spot where the warrior still stood.
Here he bade his companion remain, until he had accomplished the first portion of their night's work. Where the
young man halted, which was at the foot of a slight elevation, an unobstructed view was had of the Indian, as well as
of the movements of his companion. He could plainly see
the latter—now moving silently, yet with surprising rapidity,
from tree to tree, or crawling on bands and knees, like some
beast of prey, until the distance was lessened for the required
spring.
As he still gazed, a wild halloo reached his ear, causing the
Indian to turn quickly in the direction from whence it came,
thus bringing his back toward the scout. He had scarcely
done so when a dark form rose quickly to its feet, an arm wan
raised, there was a dull, heavy blow, and the warrior sunk
without a groan to the earth, a corpse. A moment later and
the scout was again at Atwood's side.
" That's one less, and I'm thinking I wasn't long doing it,"
he said, with evident satisfaction.
" What was he doing there, do you think ?"
" Waiting for some of his friends to come along."
" Then he didn't belong to those we're after ?"
" Don't think he did; but let's move on, and find out all
we can."
They had not gone far, and had just reached the summit
of a hill, when, immediately below them, a bright fire was
seen, together with numerous forms moving back and forth
across its light.
" What do you think of that ?" asked the scout, apparently
much satisfied with the sight.
" Too many for us to handle," replied Atwood, shaking his
head and seating himself as if they had accomplished all that
lay in their power.
" You're right, boy ; we can't fight 'em. There's only two
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ways we can get that gal back alive, and that is, we've either
got to follow them up and see where they carry her, or como
on them when they don't expect us. You see that outlaw')
made up his mind to have her, and afore he'd let us get hei
back he'd drive a knife into her heart, or a tomahawk into
her skull."
" Cau he be such a wretch ? Do you think he's with the
party ?"
" No I don't, for he's a shrewd un, and has jest given them
Injins their orders, and they daren't but obey them."
" Well," replied the young man, sighing, " we might as
well go back to the rest, for all the good we can do."
" P'raps we will, but not afore I goes a little closer to them,
and find out how many there are."
" Stay, Peter ; you will only be taken prisoner."
"Not a bit on't," he replied, indulging in one of his peculiar laughs. " It ain't the first time Pve taken a look at 'em
when they didn't know it, and it won't be the last, I reckon.
1 tell you, boy, it does me good to sneak in among them
when they think no white man's within miles; and now, if 1
can only fix things so as they can have a funeral next day,
I've done a good night's work."
" Then if you are bound to go, I'll go with you, let come
what will."
" Pm bound to, that's sartin; but Pm going alone."
" And pray, what am I to do ?"
The question waited some time before it received
an
answer. The scout was evidently planning some double
movement, which he hoped to accomplish successfullystood leaning on his long rifle, his eye fixed upon 'he dist_^^
±e, while he slowly tapped the barrel, as if desiring his - veapon to give him a hint.
^
ome?'
" Do you remember every inch of the way we ve co •
iie asked, at length, reseating himself by his companio
side.
" I think I do."
,,
" Could you go back to any place I wanted you .
"Yes."
_. ,., .. -fj^^ I'm
"That's short, and right out, and I nke it. J--^" '
thinking 'bout sending you back to the men.
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" What for ?"
" That's w^hat I'll explain if you'll let me. I said it
wouldn't do to bring on a fight now; but, s'pose I could
show myself, and get some on 'em in the notion of follering
me, what's to hinder me from stopping their getting back agin
to their camp ?"
" It would be a good thing; but the risk you—"
" Never mind 'bout me," he said, interrupting him. " I'll
tend to that."
" Well, let me know what you want, and I'll do it."
" You won't have me with you, jest remember that; and it
won't do for one of them to get back to their friends, if we
can help it."
" I'll do all I can to prevent it; for, if taking the lives of
one hundred Indians will only save Mary, I shall count it as
nothing."
" That's right, boy, so listen. Over three miles back
there's a hollow in the ground, on the north of the trail.
One side's covered with thick bushes. Now I want you to
go there as quick as you can, and, as soon as you reach it, go
to work and make a fire right in, the middle. Then, take
your blanket and cape, and fix up a lot of figures jest as if
you'd gone to sleep like, and mind, they've got to look natural, kase if they don't, the sarpents will quick enough find out
the trick."
" Well, what then ?"
" As soon as you've done this, crawl away into the bushes,
and get your guns ready for use, and I'll try and bring the
reds where you can get a good shot at them. If I can manage to give them the slip, I'll be with you before they come
up; but if I can't, then you've got to do for yourselves, and
mind what you do, you do right."
As the scout uttered this last order, he arose to his feet,
and proceeded to tighten the leather-belt around his waist,
and to adjust his rifie, knife and tomahawk, so that, should
he be obliged to resort to crawling, they would not retard his
movements. This done, he bade Atwood lose no time in following out his directions, and then abruptly left him.
It may appear singular to our readers that Atwood, who
nad held his own akill in woodcraft in so high ««teem, should
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now yield so entirely to the guidance of the scout. There
was in the manner of the latter, however, an indescribable
something that convinced the young man his own judgment
was not to be put in comparison with that of his guide. On
the night when first they had wandered forth upon the dark
forest-path, he had been shown, in few words but by prompt
action, how wrong had been his own surmises; and since
that time, owing to the more intimate acquaintance he had
formed with that singular man, be felt his own pretensions
dwindle gradually, until he now promptly and implicitly
obeyed the slightest behest of one so thoroughly acquainted
with bis calling, as was this rough-.spoken, though simplehearted scout.
On leaving the crest of the hill, Peter moved rapidly forward through the open woods, not forgetting, however, th^l
caution which with him had become part of his nature. His
eye would wander from the fire for a moment, and then
would fix his gaze upon his enemies again. The nearer he
approached the more his satisfaction increased, which, at
times, gave itself utterance in a low but significant grunt.
Bordering the fire on the hillside was a thick growth ol
low bushes, which afforded an excellent screen to his onward
movements; and, as the slightest noise would at once arous
the watchful savage, his progress was slow, and, at times, extremely painful. Among this thicket were numerous clear
spaces ; and, as the night was sufficiently clear for a vigi »"
foe to note every thing transpiring about them, Peter took ^
precaution to narrowly survey the ground before passing ove •
It was while thus engaged that his attention was arrested J^
a dark object standing a little to his right. For the '^°'^
he felt sure it was an Indian; but, upon careful inspeci >
the outline of the figure became more distinct, discoveu 8 t
to be a female form, and that none other than the ouu
daughter.
, frojiWe should be doing great injustice to ^^^/^^^ oTfV
tiersman, did we allow the reader to suppose that ^^'^^^^^
edge of the girl's presence caused him any degree oi P ^^^^
Although he was accustomed to, and, we may add, na
^^^
for, scenes of danger, and the wild life he led, yet, a ^^^
moment, he felt a chill of horror as he thoi.,at o
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motives which urged her to so far forget her sex, and persevere in following, with such deadly purposes, tho red-man's
track. He could have readily avoided her by retracing his
steps, but this he could not have done had the thought eveu
entered his mind. The past kindness of Ruth was held in
grateful remembrance, and Peter was willing to forego his
highly-prized " plan" in the hope of persuading her to return to the settlement. In this he was frustrated, however,
as will be seen.
Fearful of exciting her to utter one of her wild cries, did
he abruptly show himself, he began crawling cautiously on, following the edge of the thicket, and pausing, at times, .to note
whether the slight noise he made had reached her quick ear.
The girl remained as motionless as when first discovered,
until he arrived at a point directly in the rear of the spot
where her attention seemed riveted, when, raising himself, he
uttered a low, mournful note, using that remarkable ventriloquial power of which he was a complete master, causing the
sound to appear as if it came from a distance, to his left.
Whether she heard him or not, he was unable to ascertain;
for, narrowly as lie watched, not the slightest change of attitude was to be observed. Again the sound was repeated, and
this time with effect, for she stepped several paces forward.
Fearful that she might suddenly leave the place, Peter threw
his voice first to the right, then behind him, or in the bushes
directly in his front. The girl was evidently bewildered.
Now she could be seen to stoop, then spring rapidly to her
feet, and seem on the point of fleeing affrightedly away,
when the voice coming from a contrary direction again
caused her to pause.
" Ruth!"
She turned quickly around, for there was no mistaking now
from whence the voice came.
" Ruth !" he again called, in a low, distinct tone, mellowing the usual harshness of his speech by that peculiar sweetness of intonation which be could command, yet so rarely
used. " It's a friend, gal, as is calling you, so come this way."
She hesitated but a moment, then slowly approached the
^ot, stopping now and then as if suspicious of some hidden
danger.
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" Who calls Ruth ?" she asked.
" An old friend, child," he answered, with as much tenderness as if addressing an infant.
" Friend 1" she echoed, drearily. " I had friends once, but
the worms feed on them now."
Such was the despair of her voice and wildness of her
manner, that Peter's hand instinctively fell upon the handle
of his knife; and had the light been sufficient, the fierce
glares of hatred and revenge that sparkled in his eye would
have betrayed to the observant savage the vindictive passions of the man his people had made their life-long enemy.
" Not all on 'em, gal, not all on em," he replied, with
much earnestness, after a moment's silence. " I've lost friends
myself, but I've got some left, and so have you. Jest take a
looli round among the woods, and see how the Great Spirit
has made the tall tree for the vine to grow around. There
ain't nuthing he's made but's doing good to something else,
and it's so, gal, with us humans. Men couldn't live without
some friend, or some one to love of his own kind ; and if we
do lose one, that ain't to say we've lost all. I ain't over
foud of that father of yours, and don't know but we'll have
some hard blows if we meet; but I feel friendly to you, gal,
and don't like to see you going 'bout in this way by yourself.
It ain't nat'ral for you to follow trail like a red-skin. If
you'll go back to the settlement, PU take your place and
bring you as many scalps—if it's them bloody things you re
arter—as will satisfy any human."
.
Whether she comprehended his entire words can not DO
said. Her answer was a simple shake of the head, w'^"® f^^
chanted in a low, sweet voice, a loving ballad, sung so o
in the full happiness of her requited love. Her clou^_^^
memory, perchance, was revealing to her in that lone
night hour, the time when, seated beneath the '^^'^^'^PLjie
ing branches of some moss-covered forest-tree, and the
brook that flowed hard by the trysting-place, "PPUng ^.^
sparkUng at her feet, of the manly form that J^elcl ner
breast, and how he loved to hear her warble this sen
The scout essayed to speak but could not. A:8 ahea^^
stated, he had become so thoroughly acquainted wim
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Indian character by mixing with them, that, as would not
seem unnatural in one so entirely ignorant in some things, he
had imbibed some of their superstitious dread. Little as he
feared the chances of death in the undertaking he had that
night started upon, he now most certainly feared the companion he had met. Rallying himself to another effort, he asked:
" Won't you go back with me ?"
" No."
The answer startled him, it was spoken so quickly.
" Where are you going to ?"
" To Philip, by-and-by."
" You're right, gal," he replied, rising to his feet for the
first time. " We've all got to die some time or other; but—"
" He's with me always," she said, interrupting him. " He's
been with me to-night."
The scout glanced somewhat timidly about him and then
asked : " how do you know ?"
" He called me in his own sweet voice," she replied, and
then her mind began to wander again from one subject to
another.
Peter seemed at a loss how to answer her. At length it
occurred to him that perhaps she had construed the sounds
he had uttered to attract her attention into her lover's voice.
" Tell me, gal, which way did he call you from ?" he asked
" First from toward the rising of the sun, and then toward
the west."
" That warn't him."
" Who then ?" she asked, angrily.
" 'Twas me!"
It was singular the effect this announcement had upon her
It was evident she firmly believed her lover had spoken, and
when informed otherwise, seemed to think the scout was
deceiving her. The very means he had employed to draw
her to him, accomplished a conti'ary result. Raising herself
proudly up, she fixed her eye full upon him, and then without
a word, sprung with the quickness of a deer across the opeu
pac«, and disappeared in the thicket.
" I've done all I could," sighed the scout, " and it ain't no
use trying to get her back unless wc carry her by force. She'll
never be right till the day she dies, and that won't be long,
3
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kase no woman but a regular born red-skin can stand living
in the forest as she's doing. Now," he continued, as he once
more adjusted his weapons, " for a look at them sarpents.
I ain't sartin but the boy 'II think I'm taken prisoner or killed
and will be along to find out, so I ain't got much time to lose."
Fearful that his suspicion might prove true, he moved
more rapidly than hitherto, until he arrived within a short
distance of the fire. Here he again had recourse to his hands
and knees, and with the utmost caution dragged himself to
where a break in the bushes gave him an unobstructed view.
Arriving at length at the desired spot, which was a little
!)eyond the circle of light thrown from the fire, he saw what
;'jw could have gazed upon without feeling an emotion both
of admiration and fear.
Some dozen Indians, in all the glory of their paint, lay
stretched in slumber, while two remained on watch. One of
these stood leaning against a tree only a few paces from the
venturesome scout. The other sat close by their captive, and,
at times, seemed addressing her iu conversation.
_
" I'd like to hear what that sarpent's saying," soliloqtii|?ed
Peter, " and what's more, I'm going to. What on 'arth does
this here dirty chap want to stand so close by me for? 1
feel kinder obliged to him if he'd take a short walk, so M t
could crawl a little further aw.iy, but the varmint wouldnt do
that, so there ain't no use wailiu' I've jest got to make bou
as little noise as a fly would getting through these bushes ^
While he is accomplishing his purpose, let us glance tor^^
moment at the captive, and see how she lias borne her n •
When first starting from her home, the Indians l^^*^ ^'"tiig
her on, regardless of the pain inflicted upon her feet Dy
rocky path they selected, or the briers which lined either ^
and which not only rent her clothes, but inflicted " 1 ^ ^ ^ ^
wound in her tender flesh. Yf hen they had finally cone ^^^^
that they were beyond the reach of pursuit, or that suen
was no longer required, their manner underwent ^
_^^^
and she noticed, with no little wonder, that they "
upon her many little acts of kindness anc consideraUon, ,^^
dom exercised toward a prisoner. Little did siie su
^^^
cause, and it was well she was thus li^PP^'^'f ^°'^° Lj't bare
little hope she felt at being eventually rescued might
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given place to a torture of mind worse than death at the
stake.
Thus far she had been left entirely unbound; yet, the
thought of flight never suggested itself, for did she but stir, the
watchful eye of some one of her captors was fixed upon her.
On the night in question, she had indulged in thoughts of
home, and, although well aware that her father aud Atwood
would at once do all in their power to rescue her, yet, singular as it may seem, her main trust lay in the endeavors which
their newly-made friend, the scout, would make. But few
were the words she had spoken to the Wampanoags or they
to her until this night. Now, however, her guard, who used
.he English tongue with astonishing fluency for that early
\!eriod of association between the whites and Indians, was
,ery talkative, and seemed willing to invite an argument. At
first her replies were brief, but at last, as he spoke of the evils
brought upon his people by the whites, she warmed with tlin
subject and replied at some length.
" Tell me," she asked, " why it is that you carry women
and children into captivity, while you geneially sl:iy on the
spot any man who falls into your hands V"
" No good keep man," he replied. " He no bring more wid
him."
" I don't understand what you mean by that remark," she
said, after thinking for some time.
" Who he lub most—man or woman ?"
" I suppose woman controls most of his affections."
" Dat so. Den he do more for her, eh ?"
" I think be would be likely to; but why V"
" Warrior no take man cause no man come look for him"
he answered. " Jest good take scalp den as bum-by. If take
squaw, den know pale-face follow trail, and so get good many
scalp !"
" I comprehend you now ; but after the woman has accom•^lished your purpose, what do you do with her?"
" Take her scalp too," was the blunt reply.
" But don't you know that the Great Spirit would be angry
and punish you for such an act of cruelty ?" she replied, a
sensation of fear filling her breast at the Indian's last remark.
" Great Spirit of Injin and Great Spirit of n^iio fr.cc ^in't
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'like, don't think 'like. He tell Injin kill any enemy he take
—sc£(1p squaw as well as warriors."
" Then I must believe that, after you have used me in the
way you say, I shall be put to death ?"
" Don't t'ink so."
" AVherefore ?"
"Ask chief; lie tell. Me don't know much as Modocawan."
" Do you expect that any of my friends are following our
trail ?"
" Don't know sure, but t'ink not. Too many warriors in
woods for dem."
" Then it is true your tribe have commenced war against
us ?"
" Yes, dribe all pale-face ober big water where he come
from."
" That you can never do," replied the giri, with spirit.
" The land was made alike for all who may choose to make
it their dwelling-place."
" Dat way all pale-face talk, but Injin know better. Paleface show me book. In dat book Great Spirit talk and tell
pale-face aud Injin lub each udder. If say so, why don't make
all red, all white, all one nation ? Tell me dat ?"
She was about to reply, when she felt some light substance
strike her hand. She however paid no attention to it, think
ing it was but a falling twig comiug from the tree unde''
which she sat, but while answering the question, she was sur
prised to feel the blow repeated. Being a giri of quick cow
prehension, and withal of great prudence, she determined
wait once more for its repetition, and carefully to note w
it was. This she had not long to do, for she was again n ,
and this time on the cheek, while a small piece of bark
directly in her lap. Continuing her conversation ^'"^^^^
Indian, she watched an opportunity, and when his bac
turned toward her, held it up to the light. A careless g
and the bark would have been thrown away; o " ' ' ^ ^
noticed that it had been freshly broken from its pa.reu
•
and a second look revealed the end to have been split a^J
knife. In the slit was inserted a small lock of haii
_
never grew upon an Indian's head. Without a moment s
'toncy—for she felt convinced a friend was near—sne
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her han^, and made a quick motion of recognition, and then
let about to devise some plan for inducing the Indian to leave
I'ler side.
" Have we far to go to-morrow ?" she asked.
" Don't Icnow. Do as chief say."
" How far is your village from here ?"
" Take long path, far off—take udder one, get dere soon."
" Then you are making the journey as long as possible?"
" Don't know what chief do ; me warrior follow where he go."
" You will start the first thing in the morning ?"
" Per'aps yes, per'aps no ; t'ink will dough."
" If such is the case, I should like to get as much sleep as
I can. I have been too tired to rest well the first part of the
evening, but if you will let me I will sleep now."
The Indian uttered a grunt of consent, and rising abruptly,
walked toward his companion. Mary also rose, and going
toward a large tree, threw herself at its foot, where, wrapping
her blanket about her in such a manner as to see and hear
all, yet to partially screen her from the Indian's watchful eye,
she waited.
Fully half an hour passed without her hearing any sound
save the heavy breathing of her slumbering foe, or the suppressed voice of the guards as they would at times address
each other. The sudden hope which had animated her was
slowly giving place to disappointment, when she was startled
by hearing her name whispered almost in her very ear. With
a beating heart she quickly asked who spoke, when the well
remembered voice of the scout replied :
" Are you all safe, gal, in health and limb ?"
" Yes, yes," she cautiously yet eagerly answered. " Well
iiiid strong enough to follow you anywhere, so it takes me
v:ome."
" Tlie time ain't quite come yet, kase you see there's too
many on 'em here for one man to handle. Keep up a good
heart, though, for it won't be long afore you get back to your
old father."
" You are not alone ?"
" No, I have six of the boys with me."
" Aud my father—"
" He's tending to things at home, and I'm kinder anxious
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to get back, kase I'm kinder thinking they wouldn't have no
oblections at seein' me."
" And Henry—is he safe in the block-house ?"
" He's safe out here in the woods with me. Why, Lord
love you, gal, you don't think the boy would stay behind
when his sweetheart had been carried off, and the job before
him was to bring her back ?"
" Where is he ? is he near ?" she queried, at the same time
blushing at her own eagerness.
" He's tending to a job I set him at, and if he does it right
it won't be long before you see him. You see I'm going to
try and kill off a few of your red friends, but to do it Pve got
to lead them off, and, as I said, if the boy does his duty there
won't none of them show their faces again this side of the
spirit land. Jest as soon as we've fixed them we'll make a dash
at the rest, and then's the time you've got to do something."
" You will find me on the alert, if you will but inform me
what I'm to do," she replied, hope once more buoying her
spirits up far above her trials.
" That's right," said the scout, with evident satisfaction at
her readiness. " When we get back I'll make a noise like a
night-hawk, and as soon as you hear it, start off into the
woods. Don't miud where you go to, kase Pll be on band
and see no harm comes to you."
His voice seemed to grow fainter; there was a slight rustling sound, and almost the next moment a dark form bounded
from the thicket close by, knocked down the nearest Indian
with the butt of his gun, and then, uttering a yell that at once
aroused the sleepers, disappeared in the darkness on the opposite side.
.
,
So suddenly had the attack been made that all was instan
confusion. Mary had sprung to her feet, and was apparen y
as much astonished as the rest. It was but a few """'"^"^'
however, before all, save three of their number, bounded aw y
in pursuit. The usual caution manifested by the Indi ^
seemed at this time entirely to desert them. ^^J'^^J"^ ^gg
their prostrate companion had been killed, and ^i c
.
scalped, they did not pause to consider that more 0*/'?^
my might possibly be close at hand, but determining
Bvenae his death, they dashed on in hot pursuit.
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The scout, in starting, did not run witn his utmost swiftness ; in fact, his way was so choked by the undergrowth
that it would have been impossible. Keeping to the north of
the path he had followed in coming, he skirted the base of the
hill, gaining very little of the ascent, and uttering at times a
single whoop to aid his pursuers in following. After continuing this course for some half a mile, he turned quite back
on his track, and at length reached the brow of the hill. Here
he paused long enough to satisfy himself that his enemy were
at his heels, which he readily discovered by the noise they
made in forcing a passage through the bushes, when, uttering
one long, last, triumphant shout, he called all his powers to
his aid, and, as the woods were now more open, sped with
lightning swiftness toward the spot where his companions
were so eagerly waiting.
There was now no reason to fear that the Indians would
miss seeing the fire, as the scout felt satisfied they would keep
ou until they reached the next rise of ground, from whence
it was plainly visible. It was also a satisfaction to him t(i
know that so soon as their attention should be drawn toward
it, they would at once halt for a consultation—thus giving
him ample time to observe how well every thing had been
arranged in obedience to his orders, and also to add a few
additional words of caution, and to be present when the final
blow was struck.
When he had arrived as near as his own safety would
admit, and in plain sight of the ambush, he gave utterance to
a low but hearty laugh as he surveyed the scene before him.
Natural as life lay the supposed slumbering forms of half a
dozen men, their moccasined feet protruding from their
blankets, which were wrapped about them, revealing, however, a part of each cap. By the forethought of Atwood, the
fire had been built partly of green wood, whicli had enabled
it to burn brightly, and for a long time. The scout now
uttered his signal, which being promptly answered, he joined
the men. In a few words he narrated what had been done,
then ordered them to seek their appointed places. They
were individually to select the Indian who stood opposite to
each for their aim, and, after firing, which was to be done
simultaneously, rush upon the survivors, and engage them iu
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a hand-to-hand conflict, or use the loaded weapons of those
who" had fallen.
The reader may not have fully discovered the plan devised
by the scout, in having the supposed flgures arranged within
the hollow instead of upon more level ground. His reasons
for so doing were two, viz.: that, first, it gave the disguise a
more natural appearance, and, secondly, that although they
could be seen from a considerable distance, yet no accurate
aim could be taken at them, consequently their foe would
be obliged to steal upon them and use either knife, or,
what would be more likely, the tomahawk, instead of their
guns. This would also give his little baud a close range, and
as he wished no ball to go wide of its mark, their fire would
be effective. Atwood was also careful to have the figures
so placed that their heads were toward the ridge of the hollow,
and only at such a distance that a blow could be readily given
from it without compelling the Indians to step over, and
which would have led them, perhaps, had it been otherwise,
to seek the thicket where the whites lay hidden—thus giving
them a chance to use their guns effectively had the disguised
men proved to have been flesh and blood. These apparently
trifling circumstances were at once noticed by Peter, and raie
though it was for him to compliment any one, no matter
what service he had rendered, yet he so far departed from his
custom as to speak of these arrangements to the young man
in terms of praise.
" Boy," he said, " seeing as you don't know as much as you
ought to about Injin fighting aud trailing, you fixed them
chaps 'bout right."
, .i_
" I'm glad you approve of them," replied Atwood, modesuy
" You see you didn't tell me, so I had to contrive toi my
self."
1
" There's nothing like head-work to help a man get throug
^his worid. If it hadn't been for that my ^ o ^ f 7°"^" "^^
tay bleaching in the woods long years ago. l^f'^'
j
but I could make something of you if you'd trad a yeai
wo with me."
"Do you?" was the short answer.
„f that.
" I made a hunter, and one that's used head-work at in ,
out of an Iniin; and if I could do that, I reckon I wouiou
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have hard work with you. I guess you wouldn't leave the
gal, thwsgh, to turn scout—would you ?"
" I hardly think I would," replied Atwood, smiling. " May
I ask who and where is that Indian you just mentioned ?"
" Sartin. His name was Assa, but what's 'come of him is
\ard telling. It ain't many months since I left him, and he
romised to go on the war-path with me, but I waited as long
<g I could, and then had to start without him. He'll turn
jp one of these days, if he's 'live and well, I guess."
" I didn't think it possible for you to think much of an
Indian, no matter to what tribe he belonged," remarked the
young man, apparently witli much surprise.
" There's as mucli difference between red-skins, lad, as
between us whites," replied the scout, seeming willing to while
away the time that would yet intervene before their inem
showed themselves, yet ever on the alert to what was passing
about him, and speaking in a low, cautious tone. " You've
seen that chap that I call John ? I'd as soon trust an Injin
as him, and I don't know but a little sooner. Assa's half
white in nature, if he is all red in color; and the man that
makes a friend of him don't lose any thing. I never could
get him to leave off scalping, though I tried for many a year;
he was Injin in that respect, out and out, and it'll cling to
him till the day he dies. But down close, and mind your
gun, for there comes one of the varmints," he said, hurriedly,
as his sharp eye detected a dusky form flitting among the trees.
Atwood instantly crouched low behind bis screen, as did
the rest. The scout, however, remained standing erect. He
had taken care, upon his arrival, to secure a spot where he
would be entirely hidden from observation, and through the
leaves could aim with deadly effect upou his foe. Not a motion did he make. His muscular hand clutched his rifle with
firmer grasp, and the rather pleasing expression which but a
moment before rested on his face faded, giving place to that
hard, set look which told of vengeance and death to tlie
red-man.
The Indian, after cautiously approaching the edge of the
hollow, glanced at the supposed sleepers, and seeing nothing
to arouse his suspicions, as slowly retired as he bad come. A
short time elaosed. when the entire number of his companions
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were, seen crawling up, each one with tomahawk in hand,
there being one appointed for each of their supposed victims.
After reaching tlie edge they halted, an-d glanced at him who
was evidently their leader, as if waiting some further order.
" Now, boy," whispered the scout, hurriedly, " fire when
hey raise their arms to strike. They'll keep 'em raised a
pinute to make sure their blow. Now's your lime—fire!"
Their guns spoke at once. They were followed by many
Agonizing cries.
" Now out and at the vipers afore they get over their skeer,"
shouted the guide, springing from his concealment. Throwing himself among the remaining Indians, he dealt death at
every blow of his weapon. The little band seconded him
with a will. Snatching up the guns of their fallen foe, they
soon ended the earthly career of all, save two, who succeeded
in making their escape.
" On with your duds, and let's be after them as quick as
lightning," was the next order. " We've got to get back to
where the gal is as soon as they, kase if we don't we've had
all our trouble for nothing."
They required no words to urge them to further exertions,
and ere he had ceased speaking they were ready for the chase.
In an astonishing short space of time they reached the
neighborhood of the required spot, when, halting, they aflowed
the scout to advance alone. "The fire was still burning
brightly, as when he last saw it, but not a single human being
was to be seen. He repeatedly uttered the wild cry of the
night-hawk, but no answer was vouchsafed him; until, a
length, becoming impatient, he walked boldly up and gazed
around. His eye eagerly sought the spot where the girl "^
lain when he last saw her, but the place was deserted. So
confident had he been of success, it was hardly possible fof
him to realize that she was gone; but, alas, such was the
case. Entirely regardless of bis companions, he allowed them
lo remain unsummoned, until Atwood, finally becoming
alarmed, made his way to where he commanded a '^}^'^ "
the place. Standing, leaning upon his long rifle, with ni^
head bent upon his breast, and his eye fixed abstractedly upo^
the now fast decaying embers, stood their guide. There wa
something in his attitudfi and manner t^^ wnvince the yoii"S
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man that all was not well. His imagination pictured the
lifeless form of her he so much loved and hoped so soon to
have clasped to his bosom. He could no longer bear the
torture of suspense. Pushing away the bushes from before
him, he sprung to the side of the scout, who, though sudden
as was the movement, still retained his motionless attitude.
" Where is Mary ?" shouted the young man, in a voice of
anger, after he had looked about and assured himself she was
nowhere to be seen.
Apparently not heeding the question, the guide still remained unmoved and deeply engrossed.
" Man," continued Atwood, with increased vehemence,
" what has become of the girl ? Have you led us on with a
false hope, and now, when our object seemed attained, we
find ourselves miserably disappointed and deceived ?"
" Boy," commenced the scout, speaking with a slow, distinct utterance, different from any Atwood had ever heard
him use, " do you think I can tell you how this thing happened ? The Great Spirit has taught the deer by its nature
to find where's the salt lake, and he's taught us men, both
red and white, how to find out some things, but not all.
AVlien I was last at this fire, I saw and talked with the gal.
You don't think I ain't telling you the truth ?"
" I don't know whether you saw her or not, but I suppose
I must be compelled to believe you."
" It don't make much difference to me whether you do or
iKit, so long as I know I'm speaking the truth. I don't feel
any better 'bout the matter than you do, kase if you think I
run my life in danger for the fun of the thing you don't know
me. What do you think I started on this trail for," he continued, with more animation, " if it wasn't for the gal ? What
brings you here arter her if it ain't that you love her, aud, by
helping to get her back, you please yourself? What good
does it do mef I'm doing what every man should do for
another. No, no; these are war times, and no red-skin is
out ou the war-path without using his senses. Do you suppose I know what they've thought or done with the gal since
I was here afore ? It ain't often I hear a man talk to me as
you've done, and kept quiet, and now, if you think I've done
you wrong, or ain't cot the a-ood r»f tiit» oral n> "^eart. why let's
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part, for ihb woods are large enough for us both to hunt for
her alone."
"*I was wrong. I spoke too hastily, so don't think hard
of it," replied Atwood, now heartily sorry for his vehemence;
'• but you don't know how I love that girl." A great manly
tear trickled down his cheek, showing how much he had felt
the disappointment. " Here, Peter, take my hand, and let's be
friends, for God knows we've enemies enough about us, without making any among our own little party."
" I ain't the man to hold bad feelings with any man 'cept
them as was born to be our foes; so say no more 'bout it,
lad, and now let's put our beads together, and contrive what'i
to be done 'bout this matter afore morning breaks. Stir
'round, lads," he continued, addressing the men, "and search
every foot of bush aud clearing, and if you see any thing
worth looking at let's hear 'bout it. I'll take a tramp over to
where she was, and mayhaps I'll diskiver a mark that will
tell us something."

CHAPTER
THE UNEXPECTED

VII
VISITOR.

THE numerous duties that devolved upcn Mr. Wilber distracted, in a measure, thoughts of his own private grief. 1
vas only in the brief periods of leisure given him that hia
anxiety for his child became almost too intolerable to bear.
Their foe bad not, as yet, made any general attack, althoug ^
numerous shots had been exchanged, but with what efiec
none were enabled to say. The absence of Mary rested as a
cloud upon the spirits of all, more especially the female poi^
lion of the community; yet even they had the prudence
refrain from giving utterance to their fears, knowing ho
much it would tend to increase her parent's unhappiness.
Day succeeded day without bringing the anxiou.sly IOOK
for return of the scout. Those who had seen him but on
immediately felt confidence in his courage and skill. Hear B
Mr. Wilber speak of him in terms of unqualified prai* i
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tended probaby to increase at once their respect and their
dependence on his cooperation.
" If this scout was only here, we might make a sally upon
our red friends yonder, who seem to be aware that we have
no one among us who fully understands their tricks," remarked
one of the villagers, named Nelson, addressing Mr. Wilber,
and pointing to where a small party of their enemy had gathered beneath the branches of a large tree that grew upon the
skirt of the clearing.
" You speak truly, and it might have a beneficial effect," he
replied. " I notice, however, that they manifest no great desire
to come within reach of our guns."
" They are a race of cowards, after all," w^as the reply.
" There I differ with you. Say, if you please, that they are
excessively cautious and sagacious, but do not impeach their
courage."
" Of what particular tribe is this war-party formed ?" asked
Nelson.
" I asked that question of the scout, and he, at that time,
was not positive in his answer, but supposed it was the Wampanoags."
" They have been remarkably friendly; why this sudden
attack has been made, I can't see."
" It's partly owing to the long-entertained feeling of wrong
done them by us, in making these shores our home. This is
one reason, but I fear there is still another which applies more
directly to us."
" Pray, what can that be ? Surely we, as a settlement,
have always treated them kindly, and I had hoped that, whatever wa'-Mk« demonstrations they might have seen fit to make
upon the neighboring villages, we should be exempt."
'Perhaps the cause may be attributed to me alone, and noj
to our little community."
Mr. Nelson made no reply, but his look of astonishment
..nd inquiry compelled Mr. Wilber briefly to give a short his..ory of the outlaw's visit, and the refusal given to his demand.
" It would have been well had you spoken of this sooner,"
remarked his friend, as Mr. Wilber ceased speaking, "fcr
means might have been used to have prevented your daughter's capture. Do you not think, however, now that he
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has for the time succeeded in his purpose he will be conlent ?"
" It is quite probable he is, but you must remember it would
have been impossible for him to have done it alone. The redman has been for years meditating laying aside the pipe and
digging up the hatchet. They are now upon the war-path;
scalps are their aim, and scalps they will have. This outlaw
has, no doubt, promised if they did his work successfully theii
eward should be the entire lives of all our number, and the
attempt will be made to keep his promise true."
\yhile they were thus conversing, the sun was fast sinking
toward the west. The cool breeze of early evening rustled
the forest-leaves, and broke into tiny ripples the water of the
stream, while it refreshed the crowded inmates of the blockhouse.
The conversation was continued for some time longer, each
of the two men speculating after his own fashion, as to how
long the attack would be deferred, and paying little attention
to what was passing upon the clearing. They were interrupted at last by the sentinel, who, touching Mr. Wilbero
arm, pointed toward the village.
" If you'll take a look yonder," he said, " you'll see one oi
our red friends trying to get as near us as he can, though
seems as if he didn't care whether we saw him or not.
Both did as requested, and distinctly saw the savage, wh*
moved rapidly from house to house, seeming to wish rather o
hide his movements from those behind him, while he courte
the observation of those in the block-house.
" When did you first notice him ?" asked Mr. Wilber.
" But a few moments ago."
_ .
" And was he then coming from the same direction
now ?"
" His actions are very strange," remarked Mr. kelson.
"They are, indeed. Why he wishes to keep concea
from our enemy, one of whom I should say he was, ana
pose himself to us, I can't for one moment imagine.
" It is without doubt one of their devices, so ^^«"^^^ " ^^^
be advisable to have the men notified in case Of
attack ?"
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" I will act upon your advice, Mr. Nelson. You will please
watch him closely until I return," replied Mr. AVilber, as he
turned to go below.
The motions of the savage were indeed calculated to create
astonishment. He would keep on that side of the buildings
where his figure could be distinctly seen by the whites, while
it was evident from his movements he wished to keep concealed from their enemy. When it became necessary to cross
the open spaces intervening between each house, he would
crawl, taking advantage of any rise of ground or obstruction
that would effectually conceal his progress. We have stated
that the block-house was built upon ground much higher than
either the village or the woods beyond, thus obstructing the
view either way to or from it.
As Mr. Wilber again reached to the top of the fort, the
Indian had reached the house nearest to them. Standing
motionless for a moment, he waved his hand as if to attract
their attention.
" It is evident he wishes to communicate with us," remarked
Nelson. " Shall I answer his signal ?"
" You may, but do it cautiously ; for, should he prove a
friend, as I am now inclined to believe, those on the edge of
the woods may notice it as well as himself."
Bringing his left hand upou the muzzle of his piece. Nelson
held it a moment, and then brought it over his head, and
allowed it to fall to his left side. It was at once answered by
the Indian, who turned toward the door of the building that
happened to confront him, and opened it wide. He next
sprung a few paces rapidly forward, then stopping, extended
his gun, its muzzle however, pointing from, while its butt was
toward them. Having gone through this ranch of the pantomime, he again stood motionless waiting an answer.
" There's signs enough," said Nelson.
" Can't you understand their meaning ?" asked Wilber.
"Not altogether."
" I take it he wishes to join us."
" That must have been the meaning he intended to convey
10 us in opening that door, and the few steps he made this
way."
" It most certainly did, and his pointing the gun was to
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convince us that he was a friend and woula give us his
aid."
" But is it entirely safe ? Who can he be ?"
" I can not say; but we shall soon know."
" You will admit him ?"
" Certainly I shall;" and so saying he made a motion for
the Indian to approach, while he hastened below to receive
him.
The savage paused as if to gather strength for the run, for
-t was to be taken with no slight risk, and then sped swiftly
over the intervening ground. He had made half the distance
when a yell, followed by several reports, showed that the
enemy had observed the flying man, and were convinced he
was not one of their number, as the difference in the style of
dress and paint made the fact very apparent to them. Stopping, the savage brought his gun quickly to an aim, and then,
without waiting to see the result of his shot, came on. Having now arrived, the door was opened, and, ds he bounded in
their midst, it was as quickly closed and fastened. The
Indian who had so suddenly appeared among them—from
what quarter or with what intentions none could tell—was
one of those noble-looking warriors that were long years ago
to be met with among the aborigines of this country, but who,
now-a-days, are seldom if ever seen, even far from the tas
extending borders of civilization. Many members of the surrounding tribes were well known to all present, as they had
frequented the village while peace existed, but none remembered having ever seen the savage before then. As soon a
he had entered, be leaned upon his rifle, and, after regaining
breath, raised his head and glanced his keen eye upon every
face.
. , ,
" Who chief here ?" he asked, using such pure English uia
all remarked it and whispered to each other their astonis
ment.
T •,• ,,
" I am," replied Mr. Wilber, stepping toward the indw,
aud extending bis hand, which was at once waimj
'" Like dat," continued the Indian, his face lighting up wi*
a pleasant smile, although it showed through the ferocuy
Jiis war-paint. "Like to see old man chief. Better u
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young warrior. Old man t'ink long while, but t'ink right ;
young man t'ink quick so t'ink wrong ; dat bad."
" We are sadly in want of a better leader than I make,
and am glad you have come to help us," replied Mr.
Wilber.
" No stay long wid pale-face brudder," said the Indian.
" No good for Injin to stay in fort."
" I am sorry to hear you speak thus, for I had hoped you
would help us to repel the attack which is about to be made
upon us."
" Me can't help inside. Injin do more in woods in one
day, dan do in block-house in one moon."
" We have a party now in the forest on a most important
service, and, although we are satisfied that you would be best
suited in the woods, yet we would feel more safe could we
prevail on you to stay here, for the present at least."
" You safe here," replied the Indian, sweeping his eye about
him upon the logs. " No Injin get in if keep door shut."
" They might set the building on fire by some means unknown to us, and we might not, until too late, make the discovery."
The savage shook his head, and, going to one of the logs,
chipped off a piece of bark. Handing it to Mr. Wilber, he
remarked :
" Wood too wet for dat—put fire out fast as light it. Best
t'ing for me to go iu woods and fight; you stay here. Do
more for pale-face brudder in woods dan here."
" Why, then, if you speak of leaving scarcely before you
have arrived, did you want to take tho risk of the run across
the clearing?"
" Come look for friend," was the brief reply.
" Who is this friend ?" inquired Wilber, although he at once
suspected it was none other than the scout.
" Big warrior—wid voice some times in tree, bush, rock, all
over. Injin call him Single Eye."
The name of the celebrated scout was so widely spread,
that all within hearing of the Indian drew still nearer as he
pronounced it. We say that his name was familiar to all, yet
few had seen him in person, consequently none had recognized him during the brief time he had been with them.
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The name " Single Eye " having been given him by the Indian,
few knew the reason of the appellation. The mere fact of the
scouf having but one eye—which was not in itself a very remarkable matter, when so many of bis class bore about thera
the marks of Indian violence—was not sufficient to fix his
identity.
It was also well known that the scout had seldom been
seen unless accompanied by an Indian friend, and all felt
hopeful, nay, anxious, that the new-comer might prove this
friend. The savage was not long in noticing that he had attracted more than usual attention ; and the uneasiness he manifested under this close scrutiny showed that he ill-brooked
their inquisitive gaze. Uttering a sound expressive of his
displeasure, he touched Wilber on the arm, and led the way
to a retired corner, where their future conversation could not
be heard.
" Too much like squaw," he said, referring to those they
had left. " Bad for man want to hear all."
" I don't wonder at their eagerness, for they have all heard
of your white friend and yourself," rejoined Mr. Wilber.
" How know who J am ?"
" I am not sure, but have jumped to the conclusion, from
the fact of your following the trail of the scout, that you are
his Indian companion. Am I right?"
The Indian bent his head in the affirmative, seeming not
to wish to speak further of himself. After a moment he
asked :
" When Single Eye go, aud where go to ?"
A brief history was given of the events already laid before
the reader. When IMiC Wilber had ceased speaking, the Indian pondered a little, then shook his head despondingly, as
if fearful his white friend had been gone too long to be oveitaken. He at length asked :
" ^Yho go wid him ?"
" Some half-dozen of our young men."
" Got too many for war-path; make too big trail, i^eu
he wait till Mohigan come, den go and find squaw so
Pale-face good for block-house, but bad for woods.
" Then you condemn your friend, Single Eye ?
" No, don't nudder," was the quick response. Single J^y
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live in woods since pappoose; so learn like Injin how to do.
Wampanoags no like him. Too good eye, if only got o n e ;
too good rifle; kill too many deir tribe, so like to get his
scalp if can, and Mohigan's too, but don't know nuff."
" There is no doubt but he is all you say; still, I think
with all your woodcraft, he has been gone too long for you to
find him," replied Wilber, yet vainly hoping to persuade the
Mohigan to remain with them.
" How t'ink I find where he come lo when come here ?
No tell me where go till I find he gone."
" I am really at loss how y^ou managed it," replied AVilber,
somewhat taken aback at this direct question. " You, who
are so accustomed to rove the forest, can find out by means I
know nothing of, of each other's whereabouts."
" No hard when learns how," replied the Indian, evidently
pleased at the other's ignorance. " Hab told Mohigan all you
know 'bout lujin taking 'way squaw ?" he continued, after
pausing to enjoy his satisfaction. " If tell more, p'raps find
out more."
" I did not think to mention, that a white man called just
before the scout arrived at my house, and made kuown a
rather singular request," said Wilber, who had not mentioned
the incident before, thinking it unimportant that the Indian
should kuow of it.
" W h a t he want?"
" He asked me for my daughter, and I refused."
" What he say den ?" was quickly inquired.
" He threatened he would have her, but I paid no attention
to it."
The Mohigan, without another word, seated himself ou one
of the projecting logs, aud burying his face in his bauds,
evidently was thinking over what he had just heard. Anx
ions as Mr. Wilber felt to hear the decision the Indian would,
ere long, make, he dared not speak. The picture presented,
for contemplation iu the figure of the thinking savage was
one of silent yet commanding beauty. Before him was one
of that luce, now fast passiug away, whom the Creator of the
universe bad first granted the privilege of roaming the trackless wastes, or of climbing the lofty mountain-sides of tho
new world. What was it engaged his thoughts ? Was it in
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plotting to diminish in numbers that race who were increasing with such fearful rapidity to the red-man ? Was that
Indian now laying some scheme, in which, during the midnight hour, he could unbar the door to their foe without, and
invite a scene of carnage, in which manhood and age, youth
and beauty, would alike meet the same fate ? Far otherwise,
lie was literally liissing the hand that smote him, and endeavoring to discover iu what way it was possible to aid in
the rescue of her, who now, perchance, was slumbering beneath the shelter of some Indian's wigwam.
" Know where squaw gone—know where Single Eye is—
know all, now," he said, at length, rising from his seat, and
speaking with evident satisfaction.
" So you are bound to follow after him, are you ?" asked
Mr. Wilber.
The Indian nodded.
" Since, then, you are so determined, be it so; but—
" Why you don't want Injin go ? No want him bring
back gal ?" he asked, interrupting him.
" No, no!" exclaimed Mr. Wilber, quickly, " I can not tell
you how much I love the girl, aud long to fold her in these
arms again; but I must not selfishly think too much of my
own trouble, for these people depend upon me for counsel,
and I well know how much service you would be to me,
could you but remain. Since you will go, however, my
earnest prayer is, that you may find the scout and his party,
and together accomplish the object in view, if he has not aready done so."
The Indian shook his head, as he replied:
"Don't t'ink got her yet; take long time do dat.^^ Wampanoags good Injins for t'ink, and pale-face help 'em." _
" It may be so, it may be," returned the old man, dejectedly. " God knows how I suffer on her account. It is a
great trial, and hard to be borne, but his will be done,
haven't that trait in our nature, chief, which your people po»
scss, of concealing whatever affects us, whether of joy
I'l'ief."

A

" if Injin lose squaw, or pappoose, or friend, he feel ba
as pale-face," replied the Mohigan, for he felt a strong sym
pathy with the afflicted parent. "But. f«-i 't in his
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heart. Don't show it on face. Don't do no good do
dat."
" We^l, I suppose it don't, in your way of thinking;
but we like to see joy or sorrow manifested outwardly,"
replied Mr. Wilber.
" What make difference if cry or don't ? If cry, but don't
go wid squaw when buried—don't go often to grave after—
what good do? Injin don't care what man t'ink, if Great
Spirit look at heart, and see dat all right. But no use talk
more, for Mohigan start soon on trail."
By this time it had grown quite dark, and the Indian at
mce set about making preparations to depart. The leather.hongs with which his leggins and moccasins were tied were
readjusted, and the edge of both knife and tomahawk
sharpened.
As soon as this was done, he requested Wilber to replenish his bullet-pouch and powder-horn; then, reloading his
gun witli surprising rapidity—for it had remained empty
since he had fired it on the clearing—he notified his readiness
to depart.
"Me go now," be said, as he walked toward the door,
" but come back soon. If Injin come, keep door shut, and
kill all can. Keep eye open all time, but keep mouth shut,
and keep in block-house. Good-by."
" Good-by, chief. May you return safe and successful,"
replied Wilber, as he undid the fastening.
As the Mohigan crossed the threshold, he turned and
waved his hand as a parting salute; then, stooping close to
the ground, he listened ; but hearing nothing to arouse bis
suspicions, he moved rapidly forward, and disappeared in the
darkness.
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CHAPTER

VIII.

THE MOHIGAN ON THE TRAIL.

IT was to be remarked, with what comparative ease the
Mohigan had arrived at the almost certainty of where, amid
the deep labyrinth of the forest, he would be most likely to
find either his white friend or the girl. The simple fact,
mentioned by Mr. Wilber, of the outlaw's visit and request,
convinced him that she bad been carried off at the instigation of that man; consequently, he felt no concern as to her
physical safety. It also assured him that she would be conveyed to their principal village, and, more than likely, by a
circuitous route, as her father, being the principal man of the
village, they felt assured he would institute a vigorous pursuit. His reason for supposing that their route would ha
made a long one was twofold: first, that, at best, the village
could not be very near; and, knowing that the more direct
l)ath would be taken by the numerous war-parties passing to
and fro, the band having the girl in charge would be fearful
their numbers might increase; consequently, whatever gam
they received, or scalps they took, in case their pursuers came
up with them, would have to be distributed among a greater
number than those actually engaged in the capture.
The undertaking that now lay before him was fraught
with danger, both to life and libcrtj^ Speaking the language
of the Wampanoags as fluently as he did his own, his intention was to boldly join them, and represent himself as coming
from some distant station. Knowing he could not do thi
if he went into their midst wearing the paint of his nation, ii
stopped ou reaching the stream, aud, after much trouble, su •
ceeded in removing it.
A -i- reIle next proceeded to repaint in their color. As it
quired no glass, he soou accomplished the task. I"ff*'*
proceediug boldly on, he used as much caution as hitnerv ,
fearful, perhaps, that some sigual might have been arrangeu,
and, as he was not in possession of it, its want might Irustia
all.
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The search was long and arduous before he became aware
of his proximity to a body of his foes. As soon, however,
as this was apparent, his movements became as silent and
careful as the panther's when approaching his prey, and he
succeeded in almost gaining their midst before making known
his approach.
Rising suddenly to his feet, he made sufficient noise
to arouse them, and then, stepping forward and letting
his rifle seek the ground, said, calmly, and manifestly with as
little concern as if among his own tribe :
" My brother keeps bad watch, that they let me come
in among them without hearing the tread of my moccasin."
" He must be a serpent that steals so noiselessly along, for
the gentle breeze makes more stir among the new-borr
leaves than he," replied one of the number, after a searching
glance, which led him to believe that Assawamset—for so was
he named—was one of their tribe.
"He is known as the Serpent," replied the Mohigan, adopting that name for himself, "and knows how to steal
npon his enemy, and to strike before they know he is
near."
" Our strange brother, no doubt, is a great warrior,"
remarked another of the band, who was evidently their
leader, at the same time stepping forward and offering
nis hand. " From whence comes he ?"
" From toward the rising sun."
" Why did his feet wander so far and alone ?" was the next
question.
" He was sent to watch the homes of the pale-face, and
see whether the path was open for the red-man's torch and
aud knife."
" Who sent him from his wigwam ?"
" The great chief of the Wampanoags," replied the
Mohigan, boldly, not fearing to be discovered in his falsehood.
"Why should he send the Serpent, when his chosen
warriors are always near him?" again questioned the
leader.
"Do I dwell within the her; . f the chief, and cau I tell
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why he sem, me instead of another ? If my brother would
know, let him ask Modocawan, and he will be answered,"
replied the Mohigan, with rather more than assumed anger,
for the manner of his questioner nettled his proud spirit,
although he acted an assumed part
"Who is the Serpent, and who has heard of him?" continued the other, pajdug little attention to the answer ho
received. " What brave deed has he done more than others
of his tribe that he should be sent on a path of so much
importance ? Let my brother speak wise, or we shall know
he lies, for we doubt whether the great chief has sent him,
when Bough of the Oak would gladly have gone on so long
a war-path."
For a moment the Mohigan thought he had been dicovered,
but a second thought convinced him that such could hardly
be the case. The last remark of the savage increased tha
auger excited by the previous question. With the most
perfect self-possession, however, he glanced calmly around the
circle of flashing eyes that seemed bent upon reading his very
thoughts, and replied:
" Bough of the Oak is a great warrior, and is as strong as
the tree he is named after; but he must not speak too loud
of himself, for the fierce blasts of wiuter sometimes break the
tough wood, and so might he be broken. The Serpent," he
continued, with such cunning speech that he seemed to have
borrowed from the nature of the reptile, " is a lowly thing,
that creeps along the earth, and hides, lest the great warrior
should crush him under his heel, yet no blast can harm him
He has all the cunning of the serpent, but not the forked
tongue, so he can not lie. Let my brothers watch me clos
while I speak. Let them opeu their ears very wide, aiK
hear what I say, and that I say it right. You have asked n-^
why our chief has sent me so far, and I have answered;_ ^^
you do not believe my words. What more can I say J" iJ
Bough of the Oak think the heart of the Serpent is turned no
the dwellings of his people, and lives in the homes or
pale-face ? He must think so, when he says I carry a loi^
tongue. Does my brother think I forget that once our hun^^
ing-grounds extended far under the rising sun, to A\ner
great salt lake washes the shore, and that the pale-faco ha
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driven us from it, and our feet carry us, day by day, far from
the graves of our fathers ? The pale-face has told the Serpent,
when we smoked the pipe with them, that the Great Spirit
has made all lands for all men, and that the red-man was as
much the owner of the country they came from as the whites.
I believe they thought what they said, but I did not believe
it. What do my brothers think I answered? I shall tell
them, and they can judge whether Bough of the Oak has
spoken well, when he told me I lied. I told them the Great
Manitou gave his children the land of the setting sun. W
never saw the land where the sun rises, and did not want to.
If it was rich and beautiful, why did they leave it, and take
.-he land that did not belong to them ? If they thought wa
had as much right to the land they came from, we were willing
to give them our share, for we did not want it. We know
this country, but not that. We have the rocks, streams,
mountains and woods here, but don't know what is there.
Here we have lived and hunted with our squaws and pappooses an age of moons, but we were never there, and perhaps would die did we go. The Serpent is all red, and wr.u.d
have his brothers as they were long ago, when they nevei aug
up the hatchet against each other. He would like to see the
pale-face leave this land forever. I have spoken."
The Mohigan gazed about him as he finished, to note the
effect his words produced. There was a hum of satisfaction,
which convinced him that his eloquence had taken effect.
" My brother has spoken words that are pleasing to our
ears, and we believe what he says. Let him feel no anger at
my words, for I did but try him," answered Bough of the
Oak, again stepping forward, and offering his hand, which
was taken and pressed with all the evidences of sincere
friendship.
"'Tis well," replied the Mohigan, softly, though not a
muscle of his faoe betrayed his inward satisfaction. He then
asked: " Are there many of our people gathered about this
settlement ?"
" They are as the leaves of the forest."
" You have not attacked the pale-face yet ?"
" We wait until all is ready."
** You have waited long, and may wait yet pw^y a day."
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" Wc shall wait until the Sagamore comes.'
. The i\Iohigan was at a loss to know who this referred to,
but waaK,ing no time in idle conjectures, and hoping to discover
ill the course of future conversation, he continued:
" A brave tires when he has been a long time on the warp.ith, and no scalp to reward him. Has my brother none to
show the Serpent?"
" We have taken none," was the dejected reply; " but a
small party took captive a squaw of the pale-fiice."
" I do not see her. Has the tomahawk sent her to the
happy hunting-grouiKis ?"
" She has been carried to the Sagamore."
" Where is he ?" he asked, eageriy, yet without arousing
the suspicion of the other.
" Far toward the setting suu. To the home of Modocawan."
" Will my brother tell me the way I can go to get there
soon ? The chief is waiting the coming of the Serpent, and
these are strange woods to mc."
He was fearful that the request would not ouly be refused
bu'^ ridiculed, for the idea of an Indian asking the way, no
matter if he were traveling in a part of the forest in which he
had never before ventured, was considered derogatory to his
manhood. In this instance, however, his request was granted
without comment, and a full description of the course he
ihould pursue marked out.
During the conversation, of which we have only given a
part, the night had slowly crept on. One by one the warnors
sunk to sleep, leaving the Mohigan and Bough of the Oa
alone. The former, had not time been so precious with him,
would have offered to stand guard, hoping by this t*^^""!
some if not all his enemies' scalps. As it was, he could n
for one moment think of taking his departure without addi 6
one additional trophy to his belt, and as the man '^^f*J'"^ "
had, in the early part of the evening, aroused his displeasu ,
he was determined his should pay the penalty. Forming
determination, he set at once about its accomplishment. ^ ^ ^
" I must bid my brother good-by," he said, tl^^"«^''";^„
mournful tone into his voice, as if loth to part, "for t^e P
is long I have to trail. Before I go I would do him a taror
for the kiiivT-'^ss he has shown to me."
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He paused to note how this was received before venturing
further.
" Let the Serpent speak," was the response.
" Would Bough of the Oak like to take the first scalp, and
so make one pale-face less in our land ?"
" His knife is sharp, and his arm strong. Let my brother
speak low, or some warrior may hear and get it first."
" Let us go a little way into the woods, and I will show
you how this can be done;" and stepping forward with hi»
usual noiseless tread, he stopped when arriving at a spo
where a break in the trees showed him the dim outline of the
block-house. " Do you see yonder fort, where the pale-faces
have found shelter ?" he asked, turning his face to his companion, who followed behind.
" Yes."
" There is a way to get in there, and to get out safely, if a
warrior is only brave and quick to act."
" How ?" eagerly exclaimed the savage.
" Let my brother stoop so that branch will not hide his
sight, and I will show him how."
The Indian, without B moment's hesitancy, did as requested,
while the Mohigan made a motion as if to do likewise.
" Look toward the setting sun, and you will see a cabin
close by the fort."
As Bough of the Oak bent still further in his eagerness, he
did not observe Assawomset rise to an upright position. His
victim caught sight, when too late, of an uplifted arm, but his
effort to avoid the blow was of no avail. Quicker than the
lightning's flash it descended, and the keen knife cut the
thread of life in an instant. To remove the scalp required
little time or labor. It was with the utmost difficulty he
could refrain from uttering the triumphant cry that struggled
for utterance. Pausing to satisfy himself that the noise of the
fallen man had failed to rouse the attention of his sleeping
tribe, he turned his face toward the distant Indian village, and
with as much haste as the darkness would permit, started on
his eventful journey.
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CHAPTER

IX.

THE LOST FOUND.

IT was some days after the mysterious disappearance of
Mary at the very moment when the scout's party—more paiticularly himself—were hopeful the hour of her deliverance
had arrived. Tlie little band were seated within a thick
clump of pine, enjoying the short rest which had been allowed
them. Since the night referred to, they had wandered many
a mile over mountains and through woods, without finding
the least clue to her whereabouts. How or where she went
was a profound and provoking mystery. The keen eye and
thoughtful brain of the scout had, for once, failed him; his
general manner seemed dejected and gloomy. He had kept
his band so constantly ou the move that they were scarce able
to drag themselves along. His hardy frame, however, defied
all attacks of weariness. Even the short halt which he found
absolutely necessary to grant them now fretted him as much
as is the tethered hound when held on the fresh track of the
deer.
" Come, boys," he said, rising, " you've had as long a rest
as I can afford to give you, aud besides, it ain't good to let
you sit too long, kase you'll grow stiff like."
^^ _
"Well, scout, where are you now going to lead us? <•'
manded Atwood, the evidences of weariness still strong upon
him, as he prepared to obey the order.
" It's hard telling till I strike some sort of trail." ^
" That don't seem likely you'll ever do, if we don t ha
better luck than we've had for some time back." ^
" Wal, what then do you want me to do ? Didn t we
mt to get the gal, aud you don't want us to go back wim
"""'l do not; but the fact is, Peter, Pm getting discouraged.
I fear we shall never find her."
.u
" Tut, lad, don't do that. Never's a long time, and a^^ ^
found on this side the grave," said their guide, earnestly,
know it's hard on you, these long tramps we've taken, luu 5
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I don't feel the worse for it. There's nothing like a mnn's
being brought up to a thing. It ain't 'cording to nater to
s'pose you could do as much in the woods as I, though you
did think no one could teach you, 'fore I came about and
showed you a lesson. This tramp ain't nothing to what that
Mohigan friend and me's been on, many a time, and in the
winter at that. But let's be moving, lads, let's be moving, for
it mayn't be long before we come across something that will
make you forget your tire."
The direction in which they were now traveling led them
through a lovely valley, ou either side of which rose thickly
wooded hills, which offered the best concealment for an
ambushed foe who miglit have noticed their approach. Atwood at once remarked this, and was about informing their
guide of the fact, when he seemed to anticipate all.
"This is a nice bit of land, boy," he said, " and it's easy
walking, but it ain't safe, seeing the reds have given over
smoking their pipes with us whites, aud have taken to the
hatchet. I'll have to gi-ve you a little up-hill work, kase it's
better to have sore feet than lose a bit of our ha'r."
" I was about to say that I didn't think it safe to go
through this valley. I supposed you had not thought of it or
you would have chauged our course."
The scout suddenly stopped, and indulged in one of those
low, hearty laughs so peculiar to himself, before making any
reply.
" I'd take a boy, and, if in one year's teaching he didn't
know better than to leave a trail in as broad an opening as
this, I'd teach him a lesson with my ramrod he'd remember
the rest of his life. You don't s'pose, lad, I've gone stark
mad like poor Ruth ?"
" No, Peter, but I thought you might for the moment have
forgotten in your abstraction."
" It arn't my nater to do that, though, perhaps I was thinking of something else for a minute. But if you're good at
keeping out of the openings when you're on trail, see if you're
as good with your eye," he replied, as moving rapidly to a
clump of bushes that grew close by, he motioned his followers
to do likewise.
As soon as they had g°"'H 1h" °i.^n^- ...i----\ - v^^jjy
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need be said was done quickly—for the actions of the scout
ilidicated that he bad discovered something to arouse his suspicions—Atwood parted the leaves and gazed down the valley.
" I see nothing 1" he said, after a few moments.
" Take a better look, lad, for you've young eyes .and should
see sharp," the scout again remarked.
" There is nothing there," was the answer.
" It looks so, boy, don't it ?" queried the guide, as he again
indulged in his quiet laugh. " It looks all quiet with the sun
shining down brightly, and no wind to stir a single leaf? But
there's some friends of ours yonder, that wouldn't miud raising our ha'r if they had a chance."
" Injins !" exclaimed several at a breath.
" Yes, boys, there's some of the sarpents there, but the lad
was so busy telling me what to do that he didn't see them.
It ain't nater though that he should, seeing he warn't brought
up in the woods. The Great Spirit's given every man his
powers, and he's taught me, boy, to keep my eyes 'bout me
while I use my tongue."
" Well, well, Peter, we're not all as perfect as you," answered Atwood, rather nettled ; but continuing, good-naturedl.V,
" How many did you see ?"
" Only two."
" Then where's the use of so much caution, when we out'
number them three to one and over ?"
"How many more, for all we know, may be hid in tlJ
brush ?"
" It's guess-work at best, and there's as likely to be but two
as more."
" How do you know that ?"
"Kase one on 'em was a white man."
" A white man ?"
" Sartin, lad, and my old friend, John, at that."
" What brings him in this part of the country ? I.''"""^.^
from what you said that if we came across him at all, it wo
be either at some Indian village, or close round the set
ment. I can't see what he's doing here."
j^
"It's kase you ain't been brought up to head-work. ^^
ain't no wonder, lad, it ain't no wonder, seeing as how yo ^_^
been shut up iu a cabin so much of your life," replied
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companion, who never allowed an opportunity to slip without
informing Atwood of his lack of forest-training. " It's my
'pinion you're going to have something to do afore long that
will make you as limber as if you'd rested for a month."
The young man was upon the point of giving an angry
reply, for it seemed to him that, if danger was near, they
should be apprised of it at once, and not to have the moments,
now so precious, spent in having his own faults pointed out.
The anxious look that rested ou their guide's face, together
with his general manner, held him silent, for it was evident
the moment of action was at hand.
" That white-skinned Injin's on the same trail as we are,"
he said, " and there's some chance of finding the gal sooner
than we thought. Consarn this opening! There arn't so
mucli as a bush or even a little high grass to hide us in getting across; but seeing as how we've got to cross, there's no
use thinking 'bout it. Jest knock out your priming, boys, and
put in a little fresh powder, and see that your balls are down
snug, kase there ain't no telling how soon we've got to use
'em. Now, John," he soliloquized, at the same time narrowly
inspecting his piece, " it's 'bout sartin you and I's going to
meet, and then—wal, it ain't no use saying what will happen,
only there won't be that pretty daughter of yours in the way
this time, and I'll be taking sight at you over a clean barrel."
Casliug his eye over the group to see whether they had
txecuted his orders, be moved forward, and soon gained the
woods opposite. Here that anxious expression which had
lested on \\\i face for some moments passed, aud, pausing
until satisfied that they had not been seen, he commenced
ascending tiie side of the hill. Having gained the summit,
lliey found the land descended in a gradual slope, and, beinj;
nearly devoid of underbrush, afforded them an extended view.
A second halt was again ordered, to enable them to discovei
whether a sight could be caught of their enemy before venturing further. The attention of thf. scout was directed to where
they would be most likely observ-jfil, when the sharp click of
a rifle met his ear. Turning, he saw one of the party gazing
eageriy in a direction to the left of where they stood, and
seeming undecided whether or not to fire at the object that
he noticed. With a quick boui tho scout was by his side.
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" If you're tired of life jest fire away," he said, as he seized
the half presented gun with violence, " but seeing as bow the
rest of us ain't, I won't let you. What on 'arth aro you going
to shoot at ?"
" If your eye is as sharp as you brag of, you won't ask if
you'll look," replied the man, hotly, for his anger was aroused
at the other's seeming rudeness. " I take it an Injin's an
Injin, and it's as good to shoot them one time as another so
long as your chance to hit one ain't bad."
The scout made no reply, but following the direction in
M'hich the man pointed, the tall figure of an Indian, standing
with his back toward them and gazing at some object that in
turn had met his sight was noticed. Atwood, together witi/
his companions, were under the belief that their guide had
suddenly gone crazy, and, in fact, they had excellent grounds
for thic opinion. Instead of the grave, thoughtful deportmen
so usual to the scout, he now capered and laughed like a child
when presented with some glittering toy.
" Wal," he said, at length, checking his merriment as suddenly as it had begun, and observing that his unusual conduct
required an explanation, " it's jest the best thing we've done
yet to come over on this side that opening, for I'd sooner see
that red-skin yonder 'bout this time than all the men you've
got down in your village. It's all right, now, boys, and it
^von't be long before we're taking the back track."
" Who is he ?" asked Atwood.
" The Mohigan I've been telling you 'bout. Consarn the
varmint, it's jest like him, for I might know that he couldnt
keep clear of me a long tir.ie. Blamed if I don't believe he
can sm.ell me a hundred miles. But let's see what kind ot a
memory he's got I Lay down, boys, so he can't see you, an
I'll make a noise jest to see what'll come on't."
_
Having seen that all were hid, and also concealing h"nse
in such a manner as to watch his friend's m"^^^^'"'' .
uttered a cry that resembled perfectly the voice of th« r^ ^^^
pecker when flying from tree to tree. A slight start
j)bserved, and the savage turned toward them. For a ^°
he remained standing, then gliding with cautious moveme
from tree to tree, he came forward. . "^Jieii within ^a short
^^^
i i u u i u e c nj Kite, i»>^ »>«..^^

1 , • T,
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distance, Peter rose to his feet, and extended his hand.
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two greeted each other in silence, but with a sincerity which
could not be mistaken.
" I am glad to see you, Single Eye," sal 1 *,he Indian, in his
own tongue.
" Xot more than I am to see you, Assa, for it's no easj
task I've got, and I wished ever since I started that you would
follow me up," was the reply, in the same language.
The Indian then briefly narrated how he had traced his
friend to the block-house, aud there had learned of his being
on the trail of the captured girl, together with his movements
from that time; to all of which Peter paid marked attention.
As the reader is ignorant of the Mohigan's proceedings on
the trail, we may refer to them. Immediately after slaying
Bough of the Oak, he had journeyed toward the head-quarters
of the chief, carefully avoiding the scattered war-parlies that
he met during the day, or else passing as one of their tribe.
He had nearly reached his destination, and was ruminating as
to the plan of action now to be pursued, when, upou descending from the brow of a range of hills which he had followed
for miles, to the valley at their base, he struck the trail of two
persons that his quick eye told him were females. At once
determining to follow, he changed his course. It had led him
nearly to the spot where he had been discovered by the scout's
party.
" It is the girl we are after 1" exclaimed Peter, at its close,
losing, when speaking the Indian dialect, that pronunciation
so common when using the English tongue. " How far is the
trail off, Assa ?"
" You can see it from here."
•* Were you on it when we saw you ?"
"No. The Wampanoags are near, and I was counting
them."
" I thought so, Assa. How many do you make ?"
The Indian held up his ten fingers, then shutting all again
but two, nodded his head.
" Twelve of the sarpents!" exclaimed Peter, speaking his
own language.
"Pale-face wid 'em," continued the Mohigan, adapting hia
speech to his friends, that the rest might have the benefit of
their conversation.
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" Which way were they going ?"
" T'ink they try find squaw's track."
" Sartin, that's what they're arter. Were they on't?"
" Too far data-way," was the reply, motioning toward the
right, " but come back bumby."
"Then we ain't got no time to stop here talking,-if we
want to keep ahead."
" Don't go yet—wait little bit."
" What's that for ?"
" Injin sharp eyes—see in dis wood good way."
" That's sartin, Assa, for they are kinder open. But if they
get ahead, it'll be kinder bad for us, won't it ?"
" No bad," replied the positive Indian ; " let 'em go fust now,
we go fust iu morning."
" I s'pose we can pass them in the dark ; but we'll have to
wait till daylight before we can sec to follow the gal's trail."
There actually was not the least use of the scout's asking
this question, for he knew as well how to overcome the difficulties they would be likely to encounter as the Mohigan. H
was a habit more than a necessity, asked perhaps to discover
the other's plans.
" Squaw try to get to friends in settlement," replied the
Indian. " Make straight trail all time. T'ink rest soon as
night come, kase tired—know dat by foot-marks."
" Poor gal, she wants rest by this time, and it's a wondei
she's traveled as far as she has without breaking down. She s
a heap better than you are, boys, arter all."
" Got to walk all time," replied the Indian, gruffly, his tone
indicating that no praise was deserved, but taking it as
simple matter of fact. " She t'ink Injin close behind, so da
good to make walk fast. Stop for lay down an' ^^^^P'J
can't do dat, for t'ink hear Injin war-whoop, so keep maK g
trail longer all time."
., ^
" Wal, red-skin, you're good at head-work, sartin, and n^
pity you ain't white," remarked the scout, much pleased a^^^^
friend's answer, knowing how true it was. " It's a pity
ain't no kind of paint I could use that wouldn't wash or
off, so it would hide that color your mother gave you.
" Assa better stay as Great Spirit made him. He go^ i&ce friend, so dat better dan if both white or both red.
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" So it is, come to think. It's kinder mixing the breed, and
what you don't know I do; so we get the best out of both
nations. But seeing we ain't likely to move afore dark or
thereabouts, you'd better take a rest, boys; and you, Assa,
jest take a walk round to see where the varmints are."
The band, it need hardly be said, were not long in availing
themselves of this privilege, and all soon sunk into slumber,
leaving the sturdy border man alone on watch.
The sun had set, and darkness began to render objects indistinct even at a short distance. The whole of the surrounding country had formed itself into one shapeless black mass,
save where some giant tree or forest summit reared its outline
against the heavens, to be traced against the greater light of
the sky. The stars soon began to appear, shining out in their
placid luster, disseminating that sense of quiet and repose
which comes with night. There was something exciting in
the scene, quiet as it was. The scout sat patiently waiting
the return of the Indian, while around him lay his little company, their heavy breathings alone disturbing the silence, save
now and then the faint halloo of some distant Indian calling
to his companions. The soft tread of feet was soon heard,
and the Mohigan was by the scout's side.
" Wal!" was the single ejaculation of the latter, at the same
time arousing Atwood with his foot.
" I have been close to them, and listened to their words."
" I thought you had by the time you were gone. What
""id you hear ?"
" They are looking for the squaw and know that she is
jiose by. One of them is wounded, and he has told the chiei
7ho joined them this moruiug about your being on the trail,
and how you lay in ambush and drew them in, killing nearly
all their party. The pale-face among them aud the chief
have had many angry words, and seem ready to use the knir_!
against each other, but I could not hear their speeches."
" Thai's like John, the consarned, sneaking viper; he
couldn't live a month without quarreling with some one, and
it's as like as not that he's blaming the chief for not getting
the gal sooner. Wal, wal, but it's a pity a man can't be content living with his own color, and doing as they do, but it's
the way with some."
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" If Single Eye ready, we go," remarked the Indian, his
'hope of securing a scalp making him wish to lose no further
time.
" I'm ready, so push ahead, Assa. But let's see if we can't
stumble on the gal first, and then we'll tend to the varmints.
Come on, boys, keep up close and step light."
After proceeding some distance he asked :
" There's plenty of them 'bout, ain't there, Mohigan."
" Was little while 'go, but all come in now."
" There ain't any but what belongs to this band ?"
The Indian replied iu the negative.
After traveling some four miles they were halted, and given
to understand that they were now beyond where their enemy
were encamped. Here the savage intimated a wish that Peter,
with the rest of the party, should keep on, while he remained
to watch the further movements of the Wampanoags. To
Atwood this plan seemed good, but not so with their guide,
who well knew what Assa's intentions were ; and though he
might be prudent, yet there was a chance, during the excitement of the moment, when his hopes of achieving a victory
over one of their enemies who might wander that way were
good, an accident would reveal their presence, and perhaps
prolong, if not prevent their ultimate success. The tone of
command in which the request was refused surprised the
young man, who turned to see what effect it produced, when
his astonishment increased ou seeing the Indian obey, aud follow on without a murmur.
They were now pursuing their way up a dry water-course,
directly upon the trail of the giri, although Atwood was, from
prudent motives of their guide, unaware of the fact. Ou eithe^
side were rocky cliffs, in many places upward of two hunoie^
feet iu height, against whose side the almost noiseless trea
of their moccasined feet found an echo. Their progress w ^
rapid, owing to the assurance their guide felt that the g^^
would continue her present course, hoping, no doubt, "'»
one time the water had emptied itself into the "^^i"/••!1 j^,.
or some of its tributaries, from which point she could D
hope to make her way home. There were " " " ^ f ' ° " ' 1 of
abounding in their path, and as they were rounding on
these, a small fire was observed, gleaming but a short ai»
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ahead. The scout rightly surmised who had built it, but his
habitual caution would not allow him to approach until he
had first assured himself that all was well by a personal reconnoiter. Bidding his companions to wait his return, he
kept on until reaching a point which afforded him an uninterrupted view. There he paused to enjoy the real feeling of
pleasure which filled his soul. Before him was the form of
the girl for whose rescue he had worked so long and untiringly. She was alone, and this surprised him, as he expected
to have succeeded in getting and carrying with him by force,
if persuasion would not do, the outlaw's daughter. He was
in no hurry to inform the watcher—if the half-waking, halfsleeping girl could be so called—of her deliverance. This
border man, trained as he had been to school his nature from
an exhibition of feeling until it bad become second-nature
with him, experienced at this moment such a degree of joy,
80 seldom felt, or, if felt, rarely indulged, he could not break
the charm until the emotion was satisfied. Giving vent at
last to his hearty, silent laugh, he stepped noiselessly forward
and reached the girl's side without attracting her attention.
" Wal, little one," he said, " s'pose you wake up a little and
take a look. Kinder think you'd 'bout as soon see me at this
time as any one else?"
She started at the voice and uttered a slight scream ; then,
ns lier eye fell upon the noble figure of the scout, she started
to her feet, and with a cry of joy, threw herself without a
moment's hesitation upon his breast. Never before had he
felt the arm of woman around him, or her heart beating
against his own. His actions denoted an ignorance as to how
to act or what to say. He remained standing as motionless
and upright as a soldier upon drill, until Mary recollected
lierself, and, blushing slightly at her impulsive action, seized
his hand, and strove imperfectly to utter her thanks.
" There, gal, there," he exclaimed, interrupting her; " don't
say no more 'bout it, but tell us how on 'arth you managed
to give me the slip the night I saw you last ?"
" I hardly know myself, for it was done so suddenly that
I was entirely taken by surprise. When you left me I waited
In hopes of hearing your call at every moment, until sleep
•tole upon me, and I was aroused by Jfeeltng myself dragged
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to my feet with violence, and hurried off through the darkness. I had but time to cast a glance at the Indians, when
*I thought I caught sight of one covered with blood bound
through the brush, and saying something to those that had
been left to watch me when the pursuit was made after you.
He then disappeared again, followed by the rest."
" So the sarpents did get ahead of me, though it ain't more
than I thought, seeing as how I didn't have no good woodsman to help me. Well, gal, what next ?"
" I can not say what way I went, or how far, until the
person that was dragging me along came out of the wood
into an open space, and I saw, for the first time, it was a
woman !"
" Sartin; jest as I s'pected. It was Ruth, wasn't it ?"
" It was her indeed."
" Has she kept with you ever since ?"
" Yes, poor girl, excepting when she raves about her Philip,
as she calls him, when she will dart away, and be gone for
hours, filling the woods with her wild, heart-broken cries;
but she always returns."
" Where is she now ?"
" I can not tell you, for she left me suddenly and without
a word."
" How long, gal, how long was it ?" he asked, hurriedly.
" Not more than half au hour before you came."
" You didn't see which way ?"
" Yes, and you should have met her, as she went in that
direction."
"Was she in one of them fits 3'ou tell 'bout, or what
started her ?"
"Just before nightfall we caught sight of some Indian^
and as there was a white man among them I thought they
were friends. I was about calling to them, when she agam
seized my arm, aud dragged me to this spot. She seeme^^
much excited, and I was afraid she might do me some harm.
" Not she, poor gal, not she. Thar' ain't a ha'r of your
head she would hurt. That white sarpent you saw ' ^ f "^^
father, and she'd 'bout as soon see the hull Injin nation ^^
liim. It's easy telling where she's gone to now, poor tumj,.
" Tell me where ?"
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" You see there's a cloud 'bout her, but she ain't forgot her
mther for all that. Nature will act out, and though that
white varmint helped make her as she is, she don't forget
him, and so she's gone to try and see him."
" Can not we induce her to go with us ? Perhaps with
care her mind could be restored."
" I'm goiug to try that thing, and if she won't go by coaxing I'll back her every inch of the road."
" Yes, Pe-ter, she must not be left in the. woods, for here she
would die; so take her with us if you have to use force."
" I'll do that, gal, sartin; but the thing is to get hold of
her. How on 'arth did you make out for something to eat
all this time ?"
" I can not tell you, for Ruth was the one that provided it."
"What could she find, and she didn't have any thing to
kill with?"
" There you are mistaken, for she is fully armed, not only
with a rifle, but knife and tomahawk."
Again a shudder ran through the frame of the hardy scout,
for well did he know with what intent she had procured the
weapons, though he was mystified as to where she had got
them. The idea, however, that perhaps, at the present
moment, she was endeavoring to accomplish her purpose,
made him bring the conversation to an end, to hasten after
her.
" We won't say any more 'bout her now, kase I want to
get hold of her afore morning, aud travel some miles toward
the settlement in the bargain. There's plenty of friends close
by, and I'll leave some of them with you while I'm gone."
As he finished speaking, he uttered a low whoop. Ere
many moments Assa with the rest joined them.
The meeting between Atwood and the maiden partook of
naught save frieudship, both concealing any outward demonstrations of that pure, strong love which they bore for each
other until the moment arrived when no curious eye was upon
them. The greeting shfe received from the rest of the band
was equally sincere, for all looked upou her as being rescued
from a captivity almost hopeless.
After selecting from the young men those that were to
remain, PeteivHithoui^JJi'ii"^^-^'. --rvvu^ck, and so ^ager
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was he to reach the designated spot that the intervening
distance was soon passed. Arriving, they found that their
enemy had selected a level spot on the summit of the cliff,
which, at that point, was unusually high. After the scout
had, by much exertion, succeeded in bringing his party within
sight and easy rifle range, he turned his attention to where
his foe was. The savages had not chosen their encampment
with that precision common to their race when upon the warpath ; neither were they at all watchful, for, to the astonishment of even the scout, they—with the exception of the outlaw and the chief—were lost in slumber. He reconciled this
to his miud on the supposition that they felt assured of safety.
With so many of their people about, no enemy could possibly
approach without their being duly apprised of the fact.
Immediately opposite to where Single Eye stood, the rock
reared itself some feet higher than at any other point, and
being in such a position that the light of the fire shone well
upon it, the shadow of both chief and outlaw were there
reflected. From the position of the band, none excepting the
scout could see their persons, but the shadows were in Mt
sight, consequently any movement they made was known.
From the earnest gestures that each at times employed, Peter s
curiosity was so aroused that he determined to hear their
conversation. Moving cautiously forward, he succeeded in
reaching a spot which with many would have been considere
unsafe; then lying down, he set himself to the task o
listening.
v. n r"
" There's no use your telling me so, because I know better,^
were the first words that reached his ear, spoken in _^
Narragauset or Wampanoag language, and with warmt
not anger.
, , „g4
"Does the Sagamore think I lie?" was the calm repi>. J'^^^
the spark that burned in the chieftain's eye foretold how ^_
was required to make it burst into the bright flame ol ungernable passion.
, j-gnt
" I don't want to say so bluntly, but you have not K P
your promise."
" Tell me bow ?"
,
», • an that
"Why have you not given me the giri before this, so
I could have led the tribe against the settlement, ana g
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them the scalps they want and wait so impatiently for,
besides revenging my own wrongs."
" My warriors do not lack a chief to lead them against the
home of the pale-faces, and one better than the Sagamore.
As to the squaw, I have not had her to give my brother."
" Pshaw! You talk about your warriors' bravery, and
here has been a party out for weeks after a single girl, and
yet they have not returned. A boy of the pale-faces could
teach them."
" My brother forgets," returned the chief, still controlling
his temper, and using the friendly term ironically, " that the
pale-faces are in pursuit, and have already killed many of my
young men."
" It's because, as I say, they don't understand their business, or else it's only a story told by that warrior that came
in a day or so ago and showed his wounds, which might have
been received from the claws of a bear or the horns of a deer.
If it's truth, why didn't they make short work of the settlers,
who have no scout with them that understands the woods or
Indian fighting ?"
" Does my brother forget ?"
"What?"
" Single Eye."
The outlaw had indeed forgotten. At the mention of that
name he started and glanced about him. The scout, as he
saw the movement, muttered :
" Yes, yes, John, you guilty varmint, take a look, but if you
did but know that Single Eye's got that one eye of his on
you, you wouldn't stand chatting there without shaking some
strings out of your leggins. What on 'arth am I waiting
for when he's open for a safe shot ? But no, no; let them
sarpents alone, Peter, seeing as they're hissing now, and it
won't be long afore they get to biting."
"Well, chief," replied the outlaw, for his fear was but
.Momentary, " suppose he is with them, isn't there warriors
imong our people that would willingly run the chance of life
in a death-struggle with him ?"
" You're a-lying, John," again muttered the scout, " seeing
there ain't one of your sneaking, pesky tribe, from you down,
that dare take a hug with me."
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" But that isn't what I want," continued the outlaw, " or
what I am here for; and as to your telling me that we are
OH her trail now, and will soon get her, I don't believe it.
For the last time I ask you, where's the girl ?"
" I have told you all I know," was the calm answer. " If
you think I carry a crooked tongue, go look for her yourself.
The woods are wide, and her trail is somewhere in them."
" You lie, like the rest of your cursed race!" was the sudden
exclamation, as, losing all command of himself, the outlaw,
stung to the quick at the cool, tantalizing voice of the chief,
let his hand fall upon his knife. " You've got a taste after a
white wife, and not getting my daughter, because you made
her mad, you have got this gal h'd until you can put me out
of the way yourself, or, as you hope, some white man's bullet
will do it for you. Handle your knife and scowl away as
much as you please, for I see it's got to come to this, so let
it, and the sooner the better, for all I care."
The chief had allowed himself to draw his knife, but evidently upon secoLd thought a better idea suggested itself
The language just addressed to him was an insult as a warrior, a crime as a king; as the latter, it must so be punished.
Uttering a call to his followers, he received no reply. Again
repeating it, it met with no response. The outlaw uttered a
fierce, triumphant laugh, in answer to the inquiring look that
rested upon the chieftain's face.
" Call louder, Modocawan, fiir your braves ."leep soundly
to-night."
" You have charmed them to this heavy sleep," was the
reply, in a voice husky with passion, the bright blade of the
Indian's knife flashing in the
firelight.
,
" I own that I did mix something in their food that won^
let them wake till morning. Chief," he continued, stepping
toward him and drawing his own knife, " to-morrow s su
will shine on one man less in the worid. Either 3"*"/" '
perhaps both, have got to go. I never thought much ol y
or your nation, and only did seem to be your friend to s
my own ends. Your tribe look on me as a great warn ,
and if you were dead I would take your place. "This i n
cared for, and would have done for you as 1^7*^^ " ,
Since first coming among you, if you had not lied to mc abou
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the girl. You say you are a great warrior, and L don't set
myself a jot behind you; so, come on, and decide who is best."
It required no second invitation. With the rapidity of
thought the savage was upon him, locked in an embrace to terminate only ia death. Bofh went to the ground. Over and
over they turned ; now one, now the other, having a momentary advantage; both giving and receiving wounds—none,
however, so serious as to weaken their exertions.
The band of whites could plainly see, by the shadow ou
the rock, the fierce combat going on ; and, excited though
they became, the excellent discipline under which the scout
had brought them Icept them at their stations. Not so with
Assa. The scout was gazing at the scene with a somewhat
matter-of-fact eye, and speculatiug as to who would prove the
conqueror, when he heard a rustling near. Quickly turning
his head he saw the Mohigan crawling past him.
"No, no, red-skin," he said, placing his iron grasp upon
the shoulder of the disappointed man, "let 'em be and have
it to themselves. I won't give either a help, nor I won't stop
'em. Wal, wal, but a man's an awful thing at times, when
he's showing his hull nater. You've seen bears, ^lohigau,
fighting many a time, but they ain't nothing to compare with
iiiim, sarpents. Yes, they are sarpents, sure ; hear them hiss,
aud see them coil about each other. Take care, John," he
exclaimed, as the chief made a strike at him ; " a few more
like that and you'll go to judgment. You're quicker than I
\hought; and, if it wasn't for that, you'd now be laying on
your back, looking up at the tree-tops with eyes that couldn't
see. Look, Assa, look at the sarpents now; they've got on
their kuees, and now on their feet!" he exclaimed, as the
combatants struggled to their feet, siill firmly retaining their
grip. " There, John, it's an end with you now, for that knife
went in too far not to come out with some of your sinful
blood."
It was as the scout said. They had scarcely gained their
footing, when the Indian seized an opportunity which accident g-ave him, and drove his knife into the outlaw's breast.
The latter felt he bad received his mortal wound, and, dropl>iug his weapon, threw all his remaining strength into a final
tffort. Lifting the chief entirely off the ground, regardless
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of the wounds that were now plentifully given, he staggered
td the edge of the cliff, and threw himself over. The friendly
branch of a tree extended far enough to enable the Indian to
grasp it, and there, in mid-air, they hung—the dying outlaw
clinging to the swarthy savage.
The scout had his gun poised, for he felt it would be a
mercy to end the scene, when a piercing shriek burst with
startling horror upon his ear, and Ruth rushed toward her
father. At that moment the limb broke, and Indian and
pale-face journeyed together the spirit-road up to the tribunal
of their Maker. For a moment the girl stood gazing down
amid the darkness of the abyss below her; then, raising her
eyes to heaven, she cried aloud:
" Philip, you are avenged! Meet me, for I am coming to
you now."
She hesitated a moment, as if to breathe a prayer; then—
a strong arm seized her waist, aud the voice of the scout,
husky with emotion, whispered in her ear:
" Not yet, gal, not yet, if Single Eye can step in atween you
and death. No, no, pretty one. If there's two places in the land
of spirits, you must go to the better one; and that, they tell
mc, can't be if you kill yourself. I don't know much 'bout
these things, though I have talked some with the parsons m
the settlement; but I do know, gal, it ain't right to take your
own life. The Great Spirit tells me here," he continued,
touching his breast, and speaking earnestly, " when Pm right;
and it's my opinion some men that think themselves better
than I daren't face their Maker with as clean a heart as I ve
got. Bless me, gal, but you're mighty heavy for a little one.
You're bearing all your weight, sartin; but, if it's doing yo
any good—for you must be tired—keep on, kase there s an
arm'bout you that your weight can't break, ^ o ? wa,
wal, if she ain't clean gone, and ain't heard a word i saiu.
Hope she ain't started on her father's trail. But, lets see,
let's seel"
. „ , ^ „j ihfl
The scout carried her as gently as an infant toward tna
fire, where, first giving one of the sleeping Indians a kick as
xperiment to test the outlaw's words, he set about exam^
ining into the state of the giri. She had lost all consciousness after being rescued from her attempt at self-murder, ano
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lay in his arms like the fair, broken flower she was. Having
done all he could without the desired effect, he called his band,
who still kept their places. Placing Ruth in their charge, he
bade them hurry with her to Mary, but on no account to let
her escape if they succeeded in restoring her to consciousness.
As soon as they had departed, he turned to the Mohigan, and,
after gazing upon him for a few moments, with an earnest
look, said:
" It ain't hard telling, Assa, what you'll be doing afore long
with these sarpents, and it ain't no use my trying to stop you,
kase it's your nater and teachings. But, you've got to help
me bury John; and mind, he's got to sleep with his scalp on,
or you and me are inemies the rest of our lives."
" Assa no take pale-face's scalp; don't want 'em. Take
Injin's dough—chief and all 1"
" Wal, wal; if you've made up your mind to, s'pose you
will; but, let's get John under the ground, for poor Ruth's
The bodies of the outlaw and Indian were found locked in
the embrace of death, while the expression of hate still rested
upon their stiffened countenances. It was with some difficulty
that they could be parted. Both were horribly mangled by
the fall. After laying the outlaw in the shallow grave, that
had cost much labor in excavating, the honest scout turned
away his head while the Mohigan removed the chiefs scalp.
Accustomed as he was to gaze upon scenes of blood, he had
never been able to school himself to this. Both bodies were
covered effectually, and left alone in that wild abyss.
As soon as all was finished, the scout started to overtake
the party. Reaching them, he found that Ruth had recovered
from the swoon, aud was perfectly passive. In fact, she was
as a little child, as helpless and as willing to be led. Having
seen that there was nothing to prevent their immediate continuance of the journey, they started forward at a moderate
gait, feeling comparatively safe. The Mohigan, we need
hardly add, was not with them, though he overtook them th
following day, his belt hung with scalps.
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but her strength failed, and she would have fallen to the floor
had not the scout caught her. She was stricken as with a
sleep. Day succeeded day, and she still continued to lay in
Ger state of stupor-of half life, half death. Tenderly was
she watched over by the afflicted Philip, by the scout, by all
Great was their joy, when one fair day the stupor passed per
fectly away, leaving her wholly restored in mind, although
excessively weak in body.
The crowning event to the happiness of all at length arrived, and we part with the reader, as our characters are taking leave of the scout. He bad bidden them an individual
farewell, aud now stood upon the grass, in the front of the
cabin, to bid the final adieu.
" Wal, friends, we've got to part some day, so there's no
use, as I see, wasting more time 'bout it. If it ain't asking
too much, howsomever, I'd jest like one kiss from both you
gals, seeing I ain't asked it afore, and if it ain't too much to
give an old hunter. Thar, thar," he exclaimed, as they came
eagerly forward, aud pressed not one, but many upon his
scarred and weather-beaten cheek, whispering, at the same
time, a " God bless you!" with an earnestness which came
from their heart of hearts. " There, gals, run back, and may
the Great Spirit bless you, and we'll hope that when death
comes, we'll all meet again in the happy hunting-grounds,
whar, if there's such a thing as woods or trail, not in the way
of follering them up, not to shed blood, but running over
them for pleasure, I'll go with you as your scout. Yes, Assa,
Pm coming. Wal, folks, you ain't likely to see me again,
though there's no telling what may happen ; but I don't reckon
you'll forget the scout that came down to lend you a helping
hand. Good-by to you all."
He turned, and passed rapidly on, the Indian leading the
way. As he reached the thicket, he turned for a moment,
and waving his cap aloft as a last farewell, stepped into his
friend's tracks, and the leaves closed behind upon the form
of TUB SCOUT,
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Heroines of History.
Sketches and Anecdotes of
Animal Life. By Rev. J. G.
Wood.
Grimm's Home Stories.
Animal Traits and Characteristics. By Rev. J. G.Wood.
Wood's
My
Feathered
Friends.
White's Selborne. 200 cuts.

The Four Sisters.
The Golden Rule.
Boyhood of Great Men.
Footprints of Famous Men.
By J. G. Edgar.
Rev. J. G. Wood's Boy's
Own Natural History Book.
Lillieslea. By Mary Hovritt.
HerotJies of Domestic Life.
Tales of Charlton School.
By the Rev. H. C. Adams.

London and New York.
THREE-AND-SIXPENNY JUVENILES—continued.

II

s. d.

Schoolboy Hoftour. By Rev. The Child's Story Book. By 3 6
H. C. Adams.
Red Eric.
By R. M. Ballantyne.
Louis' School Days,
mid Man of the West. By
Ballantyne.
Dashwood Priory.
By E.
J. May.
Preaks on the Fells. By R.
M. Ballantyne.
Lamb's Tales from
Shakspeare.
Balderscourt; or, Holiday
Tales. By Rev. H. C. Adams.
Rob Roy. By James Grant.
The Girl of the Family. By
the Author of " A Trap to
Catch a Sunbeam."
Paul Gerrard,the CabinBoy.
By Kingston.
Johnny Jordan.
By Mrs.
Eiloart.
Ernie Elton, at Home and
at School.
The Village Idol. By the
Author of " A Trap to Catch
a Sunbeam."
Children of Blessing.
By
Author of "The Four Sisters."
Lost among the Wild Men.
Percy's Tales of the Kings
of England.
Boys of Beechwood.
By
Mrs. Eiloart.
Papa's Wise Dogs:
Digby Heathcote. By Kingston.
Hawthorn/?s Wonder Book.
The Doctor's Ward. By the
Author of " The Four Sisters."
Will Adams.
By Dalton.
Little Ladders to Learning.
ist series.
Ditto.
2nd series.
7%e Child's Country Book.
1 ByT.MiUer. Coloured Plates. I

T. Miller. Coloured Plates.
Uncle Tom's Cabin.
Tom Dunstone's
Troubles.
By Mrs. Eiloart.
The Young Marooners.
Influence.
By the A u t h o r
of " A Trap to Catch a Sunbeam."
Jack of the Mill.
By W.
Howitt.
Patience Strong.
By the
Author of " TheGayworthys."
Dick Rodney. By J. Grant.
Jack Manly.
By J . Grant.
Don Quixote. (Family Edition.)
Our Domestic Pets.
By
Rev. J. G. Wood.
History for Boys. By J. G.
Edgar.
Through Life and for Life.
Saxelford.
By E . J . May.
Old Tales for the Young.
Harry Hopds Holiday.
Boy Life among the Indians.
Old Saws new Set. By the
Author of " A Trap to Catch
a Sunbeam."
Hollowdell Grange.
Mayhem's
Wondtrs
of
Science.
Peasant
Boy
Philosopher.
Barford Bridge.
By the
Rev. H. C. Adams.
The White
Brunswickers.
By Rev. H. C. Adams.
A Boy's Adventures in tlie
Wilds of A ustralia. By W.
Howitt.
Tales of Walter's School
Days. By Rev. H. C. Adams.
The Path She Chose. By
F. M. S.
Little
Women,
By L.
Alcott.

12 George Routledge & Sons' Juvenile Books.

(3s. 6d. Editions.)
Elegantly printed on tinted paper, fcap. Svo, gilt edgoit
with Illustrations.
s.d.
3 ^Longfellow.* Complete.
Cowper.*
Milton.*
Wordsworth.*
Southey.
Goldsmith.
Kirke White.
Burns. *
Moore. *
Byron.*
Pope.
James Montgomery,
Scott.*
Herbert.
Campbell. *
Bloomfield.*
Shakspeare.*
Chaucer.*
Willis.

Golden Gleanings.
Choice Poems.
Shakspeare Gems,
Wit and Humour,
Wise Sayings.
Longfellow's Dante- -Paradiso.
Purgatorio.
Inferno.
Lover's Poems. *
Book of Familiar Quotations,
Bret Harte.
Leigh Hunt.*
Dryden.*
Ainsworth.*
Spenser.*
Rogers.*
Mrs. Hemans.*

Volumes marked • are kept in Morocco and Ivory Bindings,
price js. 6d.

In fcap. Svo, cloth gilt, with Illustrations.

6 Bruin.
The Boy Tar.
The Desert Home,
Odd People.
Ran away to Sea.
The Forest Exiles.
The Young Yagers

The Young Voyagers.
The Plant Hunters,
The Quadroon.
The War Trail.
The Bush Boys.
The B<>y Hunters,

London and New York.
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In post Svo, toned paper, green cloth, Ss. 6d. each.
The Arabian
Nights.
Don Quixote.
Gil Bias.
Curiosities of Literature. By
Isaac D'Israeli.
1,001 Gems ofBritishPoetry.
TheBlackfriars
Shakspeare.
Cruden's Concordance.
Boswell's Life of Johnson.
The Works of Oliver Goldsmith.
Routledge's
Pronouncing
Dictionary.
The Family Doctor.

s. d
Ten Thousand
Wonderful Z 6
Things,
Sterne's
Works.
Extraordinary
Popular
Delusions.
Bartlett's Familiar
Quotations.
The Spectator.
Routledgds
ModernSpeaker.
1,001 Gems of Prose.
Pope's Homer's Iliad
and
Odyssey.
Book of Modern Anecdotes.
Josephus.

Under the above title Messrs. G. ROUTLEDGE & SONS are about
to issue a New Series of Juvenile Books, all well Illustrated and
well bound in a New and Elegant Binding.

L i s t of t h e S e r i e s .
Boys at Home.
By C.
Adams.
Cecil Raye.
Dogs and their Ways.
Our Holiday Camp.
By
St. John Corbet.
Helen Mordaunt.
By t h e
Authorof "Naomi."
Romance of
Adventure.
The Island Home.

Play Hours and Half Holi-1
days.
Walks and Talks of Two
Schoolboys.
Hildred the Daughter.
Hardy and Hunter.
Fred and the Gorillas.
Guizot's Moral Tales.
Frank
Wildman.

By MARY GODOLPHIN.

In lemo, cloth gilt, with Coloured Plates, price 2s. 6d. each.
Bunyan's
gress.
Evenings

Pilgrim's
at Home.

Pro-

Swiss Family
Robinson.
36
Robinson Crusoe.
Child's First Lesson Book.

6

14 George Routledge & Sons' Juvenile Books.

'^<>«iM$ij*$ |{alf=^Wttttt J«V4ttiI^$t
Fcap. Svo, Illustrated by the
s.d.
2 6ArbeU.
Eda
Morton
and
her
Cousins. By M. M. Bell.
Gilbert the Adventurer.
The Lucky Penny, and other
Tales. By Mrs. S. C. Hall.
Minna
Raymond.
Illustrated by B. Foster.
Helena Bertram.
By the
Authorof "The Four Sisters."
Heroes of the Workshop, &^c.
By E. L. Brightwell.
Sunshine and Cloud. By
Miss Bowman.
The Maze of Life.
By the
Authorof "The FourSisters."
The Twins;
or, Sisterly
Love.
The Wide, Wide World.
The
Lamplighter,
By
Cummins.
The Rector's Daughter. By
Miss Bowman.
The Old Helmet. By Mios
Wetherell.
Deeds, Not Words.
The Secret of a Life.
Queechy. ByMiss Wetherell.
Sir Roland Ashton.
By
Lady C. Long.
Sir Wilfred's Seven Flights.
By Madame de Chatelaine.
Ellen Montgomery's BookShelf, With Coloured Illustrations.
The Two School Girls. With
Coloured Illustrations.
-•»

Best Artists, gilt, 28. 6d. each
The
First
Lieutenant's
Story.
Melbourne House. By Miss
Wetherell.
The Word; or, Walks from
Eden.
Rough Diamonds.
By J.
Hollingshead.
The Medwins of Wykeham.
By the Author of " Marian."
The Young Artists.
The Boy Cavalier.
By the
Rev. H. C. Adams.
Gilderoy, the Hero of Scotland.
Lamb's Tales.
Stories of Old Daniel.
Extraordinary
Men.
Extraordinary
Women.
Life of Napoleon.
Popular
Astronomy.
Orbs of Heaven.
Pilgrim's
Progress.
By
Offor.
^ ,
,
Friend or Foe: A Tale ot
Sedgmoor. By the Rev. H.
C. Adams.
Tales of Naval Adventure.
Matilda Lonsdale.
The Life of Wellington.
The Glen Luna Family.
Uncle Tom's Cabin.
Mabel Vaughan.
Christian Melville.
The Letter of Marque.

London and New York.
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*% "l^j^s \n %mn %t^Un,
Illustrated by ABSOLON, GILBERT, HARRISON WEIR, &C.,

square royal, gilt, 2s. each.
Amusing Tales for Young
People. By Mrs. Myrtle.
The Donkey's Shadow, and
other Stories.
The Broken Pitcher, and
other Stories.
The Little Lychetts.
By
the Author of " Olive," &c.
The Great Wonders of the
World.
My First Picture Book. 36
Pages of Coloured Plates.
i6mo, cloth.

s. d.
Visit to the Zoological 2 o
Gardens.
The Richmonds'
Tour in
Europe.
Aunt Bessie's Picture Book.
With 96 Pages of Plates.
Little Lily's Picture Book.
With 96 Pages of Plates.
The Story of a Nutcracker.
With 234 Pictures.
Old Mother Hubbard's Picture Book,
36 Pages of
Coloured Plates.
A

With Illustrations, strongly bound in cloth.
Ten Moral
Tales.
By
Guizot.
Juvenile Tales for all Seasons
Conquest and Self - Conquest.
Evenings
at
Donaldson
Manor.
Praise and Principle.
Grace &=• Isabel(M'Intosh).
Charms
and
CounterCharms.
Gertrude and Eulalie.
Robert and Harold.
Robinson the Younger.
Amy
Carlton.
Robinson Crusoe.
Laura Temple.
Harry and his Homes.
Our Native Land.
Bundle of Sticks.
Family Pictures from the
Bible.

Hester and I; or. Beware 2
of Worldlines,s. By Jlrs.
Manners.
The Cherry Stones.
By
Rev. H. C. Adams.
The First of June. By Re v.
H. C. Adams.
Rosa: A Story for Girls.
May Dundas;
or, T h e
Force of Example. By Mrs.
Geldart.
GlimpsesofOurlslandHome.
By Mrs. Geldart.
The Indian Boy. By Rev.
H. C. Adams.
Ernie Elton at Home.
The Standard Poetry Book
for Schools.
Try and Trust. By Author
of "Arthur Morland."
Swiss Family Robinson.
Evenings at Home.

i6 George Routledge & Sons' Juvenile Books.
^ J TWO-SHILLING

GIFT-BOOKS

2 o Sandford and Merton.
Ernie Elton at School.
John
Hartley.
Jack of all Trades.
ByT.
Miller.
The Wonder Book.
Tanglewood Tales.
Archie Blake.
Inez and Emtneline.
The Orphan of Waterloo.
Maum
Guinea.
Adventures ofJosepli Haivsepipe.
Todd's Lectures to Children.
Marooner's
Island.
The Mayflower.
By Mrs.
Stowe.
Anecdotes of Dogs.
Mr. Rutherford's
Children.
The Play-Day
Book.
By
Fanny Fern. With Coloured
Plates.
Emjua.
By J a n e Austen.
Mansfield Park. By Austen.

-continued.

Northanger
Abbey.
\2iy
Jane Austen.
Pride and Prejudice.
By
Jane Austen.
Sense and Sensibility.
By
Jane Austen.
Village Sketches.
By the
Rev. C. T. Whitehead.
The Boy's Reader.
The Girl's Reader.
Spider
Spinnings.
Stories for Sundays.
By
the Rev. H. C. Adams, ist
series.
Stories for Sundays.
By
Rev. H. C. Adams. 2nd series.
Adventures among the Indians.
Cousin Aleck.
The Doctor's Birthday. By
the Rev. H. C. Adams.
Walter's Friend.
By the
Rev. H. C. Adams.
Little Women.
1st series.
Little Women.
2nd series.

In 13 Books, fcap. Svo, gilt, 1». 6d. nacH.
Everything
in its
Right
6 The Red Shoes.
Place.
The Silver
Shilling.
Under the Willow Tree.
The Little
Match-Girl.
The Old Church Bell.
The Darning
Needle.
The Ice Maiden.
The Tinder Box.
The Will o' the Wisp.
The Goloshes of Foriune.
Poultry Meg's Family.
TheMarshKittg'sDaughter.
Put Off is Not Done with.
The Wild Swans.
Each Volume contains a variety of Tales, a Frontispiece in
colours, and an average of 16 other Pictures, engraved by tne
Brothers DALZJEL.

London and New York.
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In square i6mo, cloth, with Illustrations by GILBERT, ASSOLON, &C.
Peasant
and Prince.
By
Harriet Martineau.
Crofton Boys.
B y ditto.
Feats on the Fiord.
By do.
Settlers at Home. B y d i t t o .
Holiday Rambles ; or, T h e
School Vacation.
Little Drummer:
A Tale
of the Russian War.
Frank.
B y Maria E d g e worth.
Rosamond.
By
Maria
Edgeworth.
Harry
and
Lucy,
Little
Dog Trusty,
The
Cherry
Orchard, dr'c,
A Hero; or, P h i l i p ' s B o o k .
By the Author of "John Halifax."
Story
of an Apple.
By
Lady Campbell.
The Cabin by the
Wayside.
Memoirs
of a Doll.
By
Mrs. Bisaet.
Black
Princess.
Laura
and
Ellen;
or,
Time Works Wonders.
Emigrant's
Lost Son.
By
G. H. Hall.
Runaways
{The)
and
the
Gipsies.
Daddy Dacris
School.
By
Mrs. Hall.
British
Wolf Hunters.
By
Thomas Miller.
Bmv of Faith ( T h e ) ; o r .
Old Testament Lessons. By
Maria Wright.
Anchor of Hope ; or, NewTestament Lessons. By Maria
Wright.
Mrs.
Loudon's
Yeung
Naturalist.
I

s.d.
Accidents of Childhood;
or, I 6
Stories for Heedless Children.
Annie
Maitland;
or, T h e
Lesson of Life. By D . Richmond.
Lucy Elton ; or, H o m e a n d
School.
By the Author of
"The Twins."
Daily Thoughtsfor
Children.
By Mrs. Geldart.
Emilie the Peacemaker.
By
Mrs. Geldart.
Truth is
Everything. By
Mrs. Geldart.
Christmas
Holidays.
By
Miss Jane Strickland.
Rose and Kate;
or, The
Little Howards.
Aunt
Emma.
B y the
Author of "Rose and Kate."
The Island of the
Rainbow.
By Mrs. Newton Crossland.
Max
Frere;
or. R e t u r n
Good for Evil.
Rainbows
in
Springtide.
The Child's
First Book of
Natural History.
By A. L.
Bond.
Florence the
Orphan.
The Castle and Cottage.
By
Perring.
Fabulous
Histories.
By
Mrs. Trimmer.
School Days at
Harrow.
Mrs. Barbauld's
Lessons.
Holidays at
Lime-wood.
Traditions
of Palestine.
By
Martineau.
On the Sea. B y M i s s C a m p bell.
Games and
Sports.
The Young
Angler,
Athletic
Sports.

J. d.

EIGHTEENPENNY

JUVENILES—continued.

6 Gaines of Skill.
Scientific
Amusements.
Miriam and Rosette.
Ruth Hall. By F a n n y F e r n .

The Picture Book of Animals and Birds,
Boy Life on the Water.
Original Poems. Complete.
By A. and J. Taylor.

EDITED AND COMPILED BY J. E. CARPENTER.

Fcap. 24mo, boards, with fancy covers.
I O

Modern.
Popular.
Universal.
Comic.
National.
Humorous.
New
British.

New
The
The
New
Neiu
T/ie
The

Standard.
Entertainer's.
Comic Vocalist.
Scale ft.
Irish.
Moral.
Religious.

In small 4to, fancy cover, each with 48 pages of Plates.
' ° Master
Jack.
Mainma's
Return.
Nellie and Bertha.
The Cousins.
Tales of the Genii.
Sindbad the Voyager.
Robin Hood.
Prince Hempseed,

"•*§

The EncJianted Horse,
Dame Mitchell and her Cat..
Nursery
Rhymes.
The Tiger Lily.
The Lent Jewels.
Bible Stories.
My Best Frock.

§«*-

BEADLE'S

AMERICAN LIBRAR
NOW

READY:

SETH JONES.

T H E BLOCK

ALICE WILDE.

T H E ALLENS.

T H E FRONTIER

ANGEL.

HOUSE.

E S T H E R ; OR THE OREGONTB

MALAESKA.

RUTH

U N C L E EZEKIEL.

OoNOMOo, T H E HURON.

MASSASOIT'S

T H E GOLD

DAUGHTER.

MARGERIE.

HUNTERS.

BILL BIDDON.

T H E SLAVE SCULPTOR.

T H E BACKWOODS' BRIDE.

MABEL

NAT TODD.

K E N T THE RANGER-

SYBIL CHASE.

MYRTLE.

MONOWANO.

MAHASKA.

T H E BRETHREN OF T H E COAST,

T H E T W O GUARDS.
SINGLE E Y E .

K I N G BARNABV.

T H E SCOUT.

T H E F O R E S T SPY.

T H E P E O N PRINCE.

T H E FAR WEST.
T H E R I F L E M E N OF THE MIAMI

T H E H U N T E R ' S CABIN.

nrnpr.y

T H E KING'S

MAN.

LAUGHING EYES.

ALICIA NEWCOMBE.

h

MEREDITH.

AHMO'S PLOT.

F,i?iyTT,F"<"-y-
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